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Flickltecome
Meets Expenses
Of Foundation

Faculty Passes
Complete Report
BY ROBERT BABBAGE, JR.
Academics Editor
The Eastern faculty senate
passed the complete report of
its rules committee despite
protest from the student
senate and several of the
faculty representatives.
The student senate had
objected to a rule which will
now require all persons who
are not members of the
faculty to obtain either
"written or verbal" request to
attend a faculty senate
meeting. In a letter in behalf
of the student senate,
President James Pratt pointed
out the "open meetings" of
the student representative
body.
Dr. John Long, Chairman
of the faculty senate, received
Pratt's letter, but stated in a

Progress interview that the
rule had been misunderstood
by students. "The rule is not
restrictive as the Progress
maintained (see page 2, Jan.
28 issue of the Progress), and
it's not an attempt to keep
students out of meetings."
With the rule now in effect,
the faculty senate could deny
admission to any person not a
member of the faculty. Dr.
Long said that the rule should
be beneficial, and added that
it would provide some way to
"anticipate attendance at the
faculty senate meetings."
Letter Unread
The letter from the student
senate was not read at the
meeting and was not brought
up in discussion. Objections
raised by the students and the
Progress were not mentioned.
Dr. Hill, who is chairman

By 96

Enrollment Drops
Eastern's enrollment for
the spring semester stands at
8,680, a decrease of 96
students from last springs'
total, but Register Leonard
Taylor expects the number to
rise slightly more within the
next few days.
Registration is not
considered complete until all
students fees are paid, he
explained, and there*
some unpaid fees. Several
students have not picked up
checks for student loans, he
added.
In all, Eastern will be
offering college instruction
this spring to approximately
12,390 students, including
1,500 expected to enroll in
off-campus extention classes
offered during the semester in
some 28 Kentucky counties,
2,210 taking classes, by
correspondence and the
on-campus enrollment.
Not included in the
enrollment figure are 728
students • enrolled in the
university's Model Laboratory
School.
».l

Semesters Compared
The fall enrollment figure
was 9,602, compared to 9,664
the faU of 1969.
Taylor reported that 488
students completed degree
requirements at the end of the
fall semester and that 239
students enrolled in the fall
semester, were denied
admission for the spring term.
"This helps to explain the
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difference between the fall
and spring enrollments, but
there is always that
difference," he said.
The present enrollment
includes 163 new freshmen.
Last year 447 completed
requirements for degrees at
the close of the fall semester
and there were no admission
denials for the spring term, he
This was because of the
short period of time between
semesters, Taylor explained.
Under the new calendar
begun last fall, there were
more than three weeks
between the fall and spring
semesters this year. .

of the home economics
department, said the rule was
only to insure the
representatives of time to
consult their constituents. Donald Smith,
Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs, asked that three of
the rules be voted on by the
faculty as a body, and then go
to the Board of Regents. His
request was turned down.
The 42-member faculty
senate finally gave approval to
the rules with only 2
descending votes.
Dr. Joseph M. Howard,
chairman of the committee on
senate organizations, brought
five organizations before the
senate for their approval. This
is a typical procedure for a
new club or organization to be
officially recognized on
campus. Approval by the
faculty senate gives an
organization full privileges of
any other campus
organization, although they
must undergo a full year of
probation before final
approval
The organizations approved
were: Kappa Psi Alpha, a
fraternity; The Eastern
Kentucky University Chil
Liberties Association, an
organization to inform
students their rights as citizens
and provide information on
rights in cases when requested;
the Geology Club, for
students interested in geology;
Phi Beta Lambda, an
organization for business
majors; and Dickey Chapelle
Society, a journalism
honorary for women.
The next regular meeting
of the faculty senate will be
March 1.

Davis Is Selected
As State Intern
Mittie Roberta Davis, a law
enforcement major from
Paducah, is among the fifteen
interns selected to participate
in the state's Administration
Intern Program.
The interns are chosen on
the basis of their academic
achievement and campus
involvement. They will receive
15 to 18 hours of academic
credit and each student will
receive a stipend of $285 per
month during the entire
seven-month internship.
• The intern program, based
on a work-study format, is
designed to attract
outstanding college students

The students earn a semester's
credit while actively
participating as co-workers in
state government.
Miss Davis summed up the
potential of the program by
saying, "I wanted to be a
Frankfort Administrative
Intern because I feel that
young people must, if they
ever hope to know about and
seek to improve state
government, become involved
in their state. The intern
program affords one °' *ne
best ways to get experience in
working in government while
at the same time furthering
one's academic life."

According to Dr. Robert
Martin the campus theater had
an income of $22,748.27 for
the period from July 1, 1970
thru December 31. Additional
statistics revealed that the
income was offset by expenses
of $13,089.65, yielding a net
profit of $9,658.62.
The profit has been placed
in the Eastern Kentucky
University Foundation, Inc. to
finance projects at Arlington.
Projects being financed in this
manner are the purchase of
the farm ($500,000) beside
the Arlington house and a lake
($37,000) which is part of a
golf course ($189,000) under
construction on the farm land.
Paid Construction

Larry Ballsy

Snowballing
There's nothing quite like a little
snowballing to get attention. Here the target
is McGregOr Tiall where six men pelt the

windows to get the attention of the coeds
inside. Reports were that there really wasn't
enough snow for a sustained effort.,

WKLE Airs
February 2 began a
comprehensive, three-pronged
project on drug abuse at 7
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays
on Educational Television,
WKLE, Channel 46.
'The Turn On Crisis" will
be aired by 200 public
television stations. The eight,
one hour programs aredesigned to examine the hows
and whys of drug abuse, and
what parents and youth can
do to provide alternatives to a
"drug crisis."
Arnold Palmer and
"Brother John"...David
Susskind and Big Brother and
the Holding Company...O.J.
Simpson
and
the
"Bugaloos"...the Surgeon
General of the United
States...Fred Rogers and a
bunch of ex-junkies will all
join forces in this new series
which was referred to as
"probably the most

Dr. Martin indicated that
the lake and dam construction
has been
paid, while
$140,000 is still owed on the
farm, and $45,000.00 is
needed to finish financing the
golf course. Education
allocations coming through
the state government to
Eastern are prohibited by law
to finance the Arlington
ventures.
'The University has set'
July '72 as a target date, at
which time the three projects
at Arlington will probably be
paid off," said Dr. Martin.
He also mentioned that the
University plans to make
payments of $70,000 on June
1 this year and next to finish

Drug Programs

comprehensive series on drugs
in the history of
broadcasting."
"The series is attempting to
reach communities across the
nation with the impactful
message of drug abuse
problems and ways to cope
with it on a local level," said
the February issue of the KET
Program Guide.
"Because That's My Way"
the first program of the series,
noted psychologist Carl
Rogers leads ten people from
different backgrounds in a 16
hour encounter session.
Among these ten people
Rogers will be speaking with
are, a narcotics agent, a
revolutionary, a college
student who hasn't turned on
to drugs, a nurse whose son
"over dosed" on heroin, and a
17-year-old arrested for
narcotics possession.
"The First Dimension" to

be seen February 4 is a
multi-level barrage of facts
and attitudes on drug abuse
forming a basis for dialogue.
February 9 will bring "Say
What We Feel, Not What We
Say". Barriers to
communication between
youth and adults are revealed
as they deal with threats of
closing a city's controversial
youth center and of policing
the high school for drug users.
David Susskind hosts a
survey of drug prevention
programs across the nation on
February 11 on "Shade of A
Toothpick."
February 16 will bring "To
Keep It You Have To Give It
Away." Lexington's federal
Clinical Research Center is
one of several drug projects
visited in the program.
Dramas performed by
ex-addicts at New York's
Daytop Village as part of then-

therapy show their lives inside
and outside the rehabilitation
center in "The Concept" on
February 18.
On February 23 "Why
Can't You Hear Through The
Noise In Your Ear" can be
seen. In this part of the series,
a music/rap session featuring
top recording groups puts the
meaning of contemporary
music in perspective
In "High Is Not Very Far
Off The Ground" the debate
centers around the
controversy of marijuana use.
This can be seen February 25
as the last of the series.
Eastern will observe the
holiday, set by Congress,
commemorating George
Washington's Birthday on
Monday, February 15. Classes
will be dismissed arid all
administration offices will be
closed.

financing the farm, which was
bought by the Foundation in
1967.
Dr. J.C. Powell, Vice
President for Administration,
said that sources of revenue
for the Foundation besides
the campus movie are some
scholarship funds that are
placed in the custody of the
Foundation.
The $13,089.65 of
expenses attributed to the
campus movie are broken
down as follows: salaries,
$2,362.64; postage and
freight, $358.20; printing and
reproduction, $916.55;
equipment repairs, $306.00;
production supplies, $188.33;
and film rental, $8,957.93.
Dr. Martin released these
figures Monday.
According to Dr. Powell,
once the Arlington projects
are completely financed the
Foundation will focus all its
attention to the handling of
scholarship funds and the
presentations of such various
awards.

Phone Rates
To Increase
Last August South Central
Bell Telephone Company
applied for a SO per cent
increase in rates with the
Public Service Commission.
This increase was to go into
effect January 1, 1971. The
federal government, Murray
State University, and the state
department of finance
opposed the rate increase on
behalf of the state.
As a result of this the
Publis Servic Commission
denied therate increase, and
Bell is now in the process of
appealing this decision
through the courts. The
appeal is for the rate increase
to be retroactive to January 1,
1971.
If these rates are put into
effect it will greatly affect
Eastern as South Central Bell
serves some 4,000 phones on
this campus.
According to H.L.
Unterbrink, controller, "If the
Public Service Commission
and or the courts decide that
Bell is entitled to the increase,
it will mean that the
University will have to
increase its phone rates
pro port ionally-a raise from
$12 to $18 per semester per
student."

Mayor MaffettI "The University is one of the greatest assets Richmond has. . ."
BY JIM HOUSE
Progress Staff Reporter

H

"The possible weak spot is
the shortage of off-campus
recreation."

Richmond's Mayor Wallace
G. Maffett is glad there's an
Eastern Kentucky University.
He feels that the campus
community has a lot to offer
the City of Richmond.
"The university is one of
the greatest assets the city of
Richmond has-economically,
socially, culturally, and any
other way you can think'of,"
Bid the personable Maffett.
"I hate to think what the
city would miss if the
university were suddenly
pulled out or closed for some
reason.''
Maffett noted that he and
other city officials have
worked "very favorably with
the college administration."
Three federal grants have been
awarded the Richmond area
recently through their
combined efforts.
In addition, the city was
awarded a national citation
from the headquarters of the
"Clean-Up, Paint Up, Fix-Up"
committee, with campus
organizations being largely
responsible for the campaign.
Maffett also thinks the

Richmond area has a lot to
offer the student population
and the university itself.
"The location has drawing
power from the entire state,
there are sufficient shops and
restaurants, and there is
excellent police and fire
protection," he said.
"The possible weak spot is
the shortage of off-campus
recreation," said Maffett. "I
realize this as much as anyone.
He stated that through Urban
Renewal programs and efforts
connected with the Parks
Department, the problem is
slowly being alleviated.
This led to the inevitable
question of the closing of
Speck's Restaurant and other
such establishments.
"The city does not make
the laws," Maffett explained,
"It just upholds them It
(Speck's) was closed upon
recommendations of the state
Fire Marshall, the state
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board, and by the Grand Jury,
upon evidence submitted it."
"The Grand Jury received
evidence that Speck's,
according to the state Fire
Marshall, was not equipped to
handle emergencies, especially

fire. The doors opened
inwardly instead of toward
the street, there were no
safety bars on the doors, and
the wiring was faulty."
"The Alcoholic Beverage
Control Board complained
that beer was being served to
minors, and in some instances,
it was served by minors. An
18-year-old female was also
allowed to serve as a barmaid.
Maffett indicated that he
would have no reservations
about the re-opening of such
an establishment if it were run
in a safe and legal manner.
Up until a few years ago,
Richmond residents seemed to
almost resent the fact that
Eastern Kentucky University
was rapidly becoming a part
of their city.
Even area businessmen did
not seem eager to establish
ties with the student
population.
Maffett blamed what he
termed a "communications
gap" in the past for the lack
of a good city-campus
relationship.
"The community-student
'relationship has greatly
improved over the past year

and a half," he said. "It's a
two-way thing. By the
students' initiation of the
action-that is, by coming
forward, offering and
performing services, they have
shown a desire to become a
part of the city."
"The citizenry, in turn, is
indicating it would like to
become a part of the college
community. This is evidenced
by local participation in the
Century Fund, and by large
turnouts of Richmond
residents at university sports
events."
"Any time a student has a
problem connected with the
city that he feel I can help
him with, I'll be glad to meet
with him," siad Maffett.
As the executive head of
the city, Maffett feels it is his
job to do whatever is
necessary to improve the
relationship.
"I want them(the students)
to come down and talk these
things over with me. I'll meet
with them anytime."
With Maffett and other city
officials ready and willing to
give of their time and energy,
future city-campus relations
should be even better.

1

The city does not make
the laws. . .it just
upholds them. **
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IF THIS IS ANOIHEfc

It's Nothing New

CF YOR RJAASY

Those Who Demand Privacy Must Pay
In order to occupy a private room at
this institution a student must remit one
and a half times the normal housing fee.
Those on campus who are presently
occupying a double room alone must either
remit the additional fee or move into a
room with another student who is
presently occupying a room alone in the
same residence hall.
This is what students were told last
week and immediately the gripes began.
According to Dr. Thomas D. Myers,
Vice President, student affairs, this policy
did not come into effect since the
enrollment went down; it has always been
in effect.
But has it been enforced?
The charge of one and a half times the
single rate for a private room is "merely the
rental as set up by the Board of Regents,"
according to Mr. Neal Donaldson, Vice
Prsident, business affairs.
There is also a doubling of the telephone
rate for the student who occupies the
private room. This was explained as simply
the policy of the telephone company. If
only one person occupies a room and pays
the regular phone rate, this costs the school
an extra $ 12.
"If I were a student," said Dr.
Myers,"and I were told to move, I wouldn't

like it either. But the story that is not told
is that of the cost factor. And the cost of
Eastern's housing is much less than that of
sister institutions across the country.'
So the school looks for ways to cut
corners. It gets money from the state based
on the enrollment.
Students will have to pay extra for the
private rooms or move. Rooms will be
closed off "to reduce the wear and tear on
the rooms and to cut the costs of heating
and electricity. Besides, these rooms were
designed for two people. (Maybe there are
just too many rooms and not enough
people.)
Mr. Jack T. Hutchinson, Director of
Men's Residences, sees no new or great
problems. "It's always been in effect. It
was just that way. Anytime there is vacant
space, we are asked to put people together.
It's not related to enrollment.

The reasons for these single vacancies
(There are approximately 100 girls' rooms
occupied by only one girl. This means
about 50 girls' rooms will be closed off.)
were attributed to the number of students
who reserved rooms for this semester, but
did not come back for various reasons.
The arbitrary deadline for making these
changes was set at February 3, but Dean
Ingels said that extensions could possibly
be handled' with Mr. William Stapleton,
Bursar.

Yet, with these logical explanations for
"Men are not forced to move out of one why this is suddenly happening, many
hall to another although they may do so on students still say, 'why make it mandatory
their own. We try to get these room swaps for us to move or pay more money just
and this doubling up completed as soon as because we lost a roommate? Is that our
possible in order to get the telephone fault? Why should we be to blame?
books out." (It was announced in
Right now, there seems to be no way
Tuesday's Student Senate meeting that the around it. So talk to Jack Hutchinson or
telephone books are already at t printer.) Mary Ingels. Maybe they can give you an
Dean of Women, Mary K. I Is, said answer.

"A justification that dormitory Uving is
educational was critically important to the
case because the state's regulation would
not withstand constitutional challenge if it
were merely imposed for financial
reasons."
If the editors of the College Law
Bulletin are to be believed, things are likely
to change at Eastern. The defense of
Eastern's dormitory policy seems more
likely to alter than the content of the
policy-ma inly because there are indeed
bonds that need to be paid' off.

Eastern would have a difficult time in
changing the defense of its dormitory
policy from a financial based argument to
one that is anchored to the beneficial
educational experience of dormitory living.
Two reasons come to mind immediately
to support such an allegation, (a) Any
number of students have attended Student
Senate meetings, Student Council meetings,
or "Gripe Sessions" over the past several
years and have heard University officials
explain about the bond business, (b)
Eastern has awarded degrees
indiscriminantly to both commuters and
Richmond residents for quite some time.
Perhaps Eastern's situation would be
better if dormitory construction had ended

some time before it appears to have. But
then maybe there are enough students to fill
dormitories without a compulsory
residence requirement because of the still
limited, but growing, alternate residences in
the Richmond area.
If the University feels forced to pick-up
the educational experience argument on
i the behalf of their dormitory policies to'
assure maximum occupancy,, dpV.Tnotl.u
underestimate its imaginative abilities or
resourcefulness.
Perhaps we will see students in the
future receiving 1/8 of a credit each
semester on a pass-fail basis for living in a
dormitory. Credit could be awarded based
on a recommendation by the head resident.

. .On Campus Girls Fight Hours
Last week a Women's Interdorm Council
committee unanimously passed a proposal
dealing with a report of recommendations
pertinent to adopting a policy of
self-regulated hours for Eastern coeds.
The week President Martin appointed a
committee to review this report.
As soon as the committee, chaired by
Vice President Thomas D. Myers, finishes
its review, its findings will be referred
directly to the Council of Student Affairs.
With the approval of the Council it will be
taken immediately to the Board of Regents
for its final approval.
Those who are genuinely interested in
this policy change can help most by
convincing the so-called establishment
that Eastern students are indeed reptmsible
and that it is ridiculous to assume that the
women students here do not deserve to
have the privilege of regulating their own

FSR MISSING

that her office also tries to contain this
moving within the same dormitory, but
that some girls changed dorms'at their own
wish.
"The big thing," she said, "is the
telephone. This is an economic moving
together to save costs."

Off-Campus Housing Goes To Court. . . While
Recall the reoccUrring student request
of the past few years concerning residence
halls? It went like this: The students would
say, "Whether we are 21 or not, we should
be able to live off campus if we desire."
And then came the patterned University
response about bonds, finances, and full
occupancy. Soon the entire conversation
would ramble off into a debate as to
whether three in? a room5 was'^ull
occupancy or over-occupancy.
Well, the University argument is
changing or the regulation is likely to
change. Recently the College Law Bulletin
had a little article on the plight of
Louisiana Tech. Tech has a dormitory
policy similar to Eastern's.
As a matter of fact so similar that
Eastern expressed supporting sentiments to
Louisiana Tech when Tech was confronted
with a legal suit, directed through the
Louisiana State Board of Education,
against her compulsory dormitory policies.
The Bulletin makes the following
observation, after mentioning that Tech
was successful in its first federal court
encounter but now awaits a decision from
the U.S. Supreme Court.

excuses

hours.
Letters of support are certainly in order.
Organizations should give their support.
Let the committee members know how
you stand.
Contact Vice President Thomas Myers,
Dean Mary Ingels, Judy Alderson, Sharon
Crews, Mrs. Mabel Criswell, Edwina
Hatcher, Ginger Medley, Martha Mullins,
Dr. Nancy Peel, Juanita Todd, Cathy
Wozney, and Ellen Simpson.
The Dean of Student Affairs at Western
Kentucky University predicted this week
that a new and liberalized policy would
possibly be instituted there by next fall.
There is no reason why the same thing
cannot be expected here. A decision could
possibly come by April if students are
responsible enough to stand behind this
issue in a responsible manner until it can go
through the proper channels.

OAK...'
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Readers Views
To, the cdjtpr:

promptly at 1:00 as observed by the floor
counselors.
Compare that with our open houses. Hah! If we
had more open houses with longer hours it would
probably cut down on the number of girls that
f
sneak into the boys' dorms, which many do.
Why doesn't this school wake up? Why does the
Board try to hide what they mean when they say,»
"for the beat interest of the university"? Why
don't they just come out and say that they don't
trust the students because they're all little dirty
kids?
I think a girl in college is big enough to take
care of herself, so what's the big hassle?
The students are going to have to do some
yelling and if the big heads don't listen we'll have.
to yell a little louder until they get the message. Or '
we can always rename the school, Eastern
Kentucky KindergartenThank you very much.
t
Greg Lewis

Find A * Roomy' Or Pay?
It would be nice if for once, the university
thought of its students. I am referring to the new
dorm policy. Students who do not have
roommates have received letters stating that they
must find a roommate, move in with another
person, or pay one-half more of the regular
housing fee.
These students should not have to auffer
because their roommates have dropped out of
school, started their student teaching, or have
gotten married. Having a room by themselves is
not due to their own choice.
The students have lived in these room over a
semester. One can't expect them to want to move
to a new dorm or new floor or even a new room.
They don't want to leave their friends or go
through the frustration of moving and readjusting
to dorm living.
Suppose there are two students living by
themselves on a floor. Neither wants to move off
the floor and they can't get along. (We must realise
that there are personality conflicts.) Then what?
What happens to the extra student? Will he be
forced to pay the extra fee? Is this fair?
The reasons behind this policy are unclear to
me. If it is supposed to save money, I imagine the
profits would only be a drop in a bucket Or
maybe it is another way to drain college student!
Kathleen L. Creger

Clear The Sidewalks
Once again several thousand sore students are
complaining about the lack of any attempt to
clear, salt, or cinder the stairs and sidewalks of i
Eastern.
Even if clearing all the sidewalks is a physical
impossibility, it seems as though we have an
adequate maintenance and janitorial staff to clear
the stairs.
l>
The stairs by the Combs building are especially
hazardous aa they do not have a handrail and
receive a heavy volume of use.
No, shoveling does not do any good by itself,
because it only results in a thin glaze of ice, which
is worse that the snow. Even if a few less windows *
get washed, can't somebody please have pity on

Drinking At The Mulebarn
On Homecoming Day, October 31,1970, one of
the school's and state's laws was violated, not by
the students, but by f*» «d«ru«i*r.tion, and the
alumni of Eastern.
fa
7!7T
tikn'Mate0 thatthe**r*>«* W Wdldaholiei;
beverages allowed on state property regardless of
status or age.
Eastern alumni seemed to overlook this law on
Homecoming when they held a party at the
Mulebarn. It is also very possible that the
administration of Eastern overlooked this law.
One person working in the Mulebarn that day
waa told by a man holding a high position in the
Eastern administration to "turn his head the other
way" if he saw anyone with alcoholic beverages.
To my knowledge nothing was ever said or done
about the amount of drinking that was done by
the alumni.
However, last spring a fraternity held an annual
dance at the Mulebarn and a student attending the
dance was caught with beer by an Eastern official.
A few days later the fraternity was put on social
probation for the remaining of the year by the
same man who overlooked the Alumni's violation
of the state law.
Is this actually fair?
Gerald Belcher

Let The Girls Decide
As the song says, "express yourself'-so that I
will do.
I think it is time for the students at EKU to
wake up, and demand some half-way decent
liberties.
I'm sick of my dates having to be in the dorm

^Tr^tT*' *"? ^
MwgWf . Gtttl.
8^2 Wltft ttWJtTW i.i.l 'jmBUO*9Nf'1f&m**
H ^ilk-bun llJiiLjWw4% ™A (iirti'OU«J*i^S
AIT, KeCreatlOn, And rOIltlCS

This is my fourth semester in Art at the
Cammack Building, and there Is something that "
puzzles me. Why would anyone want to destroy
what others have struggled to put together - even
if it were only beginning paintings done on brown
wrapping paper?
During the last summer session, one person's
sculpture was destroyed twice and in the Fall
semester, several times, different people had
pictures taken or destroyed. Why? I just don't
understand except that the persons responsible
must be very mixed up.
'
* ••••
Congratulations to those who are responsible
for the new recreation plans on campus!
Wholesome recreation on a campus is just as
important as good teachers, good food, and good
will
*****
The new voting law makes sense to me. 18 year
olds, interested enough in registering, should be>>
allowed to vote. Now, especially, the mechanics ,
and workings of governments are relevant to
young and old alike.
To the young, who have the vitality and desire
to help formulate the world, the study of Political
Science in higher education is an obvious
, necessity. The course one gets in high school just

\* lSfiSi ." ' * ?' b?»n«foreed,outof the lobby.(
at 10:30, I'm sick of having 2 open houses a
YEAR, I'm sick of reading, "The housing
committee has made these rules in the best interest
of the university", I'm sick of hearing Eastern's
too small and too young, and I'm sick of hearing
Eastern, love it or leave it, which a lot of kids
know didn't and they did.
Look at all the other schools. I happen to be at
big UK, yes great big U of K, they had open house,
they do every weekend as MOST schools da The
girls were allowed in the boys' rooms until 1:00
with the doors closed. They left the rooms

isn.t enough for thom who wi„
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The state of Michigan and other states require 6
hrs. of Political Science in order to get a bachelors
degree. I wonder what Kentucky will do to meet
this need?
It seems that students should be knowledgeable
in the workings of both national and local
governments so that they know how to vote, ana
even to know why they are protesting, (if they
are) and what better paths lay ahead and how to
reach them. What do you think?
t
Leona Abraham

Feiffer
[
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Progress advertising is intended to help the reader buy.
Any false or misleading advertising should be reported to
the Progress Office.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office in
Richmond, Kentucky 40475.
STAFF WRITERS: *»♦ AhcM, Betsey Belt, Sharon Fields, Paula
(ioodin, Bonnie Gra*'. Jim House, Paula Johnson, Jim Kurk,
Paula Manx, Fdwin i Mi In tosh. Carolyn Murphy, Diane PoUei,
Mike Ramsey, Dwaine Riddcll, Marianne Rose, Brands Ross Jim
Ross, Craig Singer, Mike Sullivan. Frank Ulery, Doug Vance, Ray
Walker, Peg Walz, Wilk Woods.
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Nyaradi To Lecture Monday
Chicago Album Makes Some 'Comments'
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When "Chicago" puts-out an album, Word" (sung by guitarist Kath), "What Else
they strive to give the listener a musical Can I say" (composed and sung by Pete
package that will surpass record shelf Cetera), and "I Don't Want Your Money"
competitors. Their latest release, now (written by Lamm but sung by Terry Kath)
available at local record stores, is entitled which cleverly kicks the establishment in_
the teeth.
simply "Chicago HI".
The concluding side four is arranged in
This LP has already exhibited strong
chronological
movements beginning with a
possibilities of surpassing current
competitor sales according to not only meaningful "Elegy" by composer-organist
local, but Louisville and Lexington record Robert Lamm entitled "When All the
Laughter Dies in Sorrow".
markets.
This selection should leave the listener
With a group like "Chicago", ^one can
with
some serious thoughts. As noted on
predict high quality LP production. The
west coast group's distinctive and popular the album liner, the sound effects used on
style, expert musicianship, and tightly "Progress" are "courtesy of the Industrial
woven vocals, in addition to the individual Revolution."
Following the lead tune, "When All the
members creative and dedicated ideas, are
some of the more essential factors that Laughter Dies in Sorrow", is "Once Upon
assist in making "Chicago III" a two-record A Time", "Progress", "The Approaching
set that approaches a maturing selection of Storm", and the final composition, "Man
vs. Mar -The End".
lyrics and music.
As for the music and vocal excellence of
The Columbia LP follows the "Chicago"
"Chicago
III", I noted the brass and
tradition of a duo-record set and extremely
elaborate jacket design providing the woodwind lines are of similar nature (as
listener with a great deal more than a compared to the group's last two albums)
generous sample of the group's recent while Terry Kath's guitar work is more
compositions. All lyrics to each selection dominant-possibly a bit too dominant. His
are written on the individual sleeves of the adlibbed lead on "Sing a Mean Tune Kid"
is far too lengthy to be endured by even
two LP's.
"Chicago III" is* strongly oriented the most admiring listener (myself
toward emphasizing the present ecological included).
He reminded me of his skeleton in the
problems, condemnation of the draft and
Vietnam War, and putting everyday life to closet tune "Free Form Guitar" on the
music and lyrics. Side three's initial "Chicago" LP. Also included
on the "III" album is a
sele>ctions-"Mother'; ("mama Earth" as instrumentaMy
7
strong
dose
of
steel and acoustic guitar
vocalist-organist Bob Lamm puts it) and
"Lowdown" attach the dilemma of what's work by Kath-especially on "What Else
Can I Say" and "Flight 602".
happening to our abused planet.
"Chicago's" polished and well-defined
Bassist Pete Cetera focuses his "feelin
pretty bad" in his*" composition brass section is woven into each and every
"Lowdown" upon the "raping of mama arrangement, displaying a considerable
amount jf musical maturity on the part of
Earth."
This particular selection is divided into Jim Pankow, Walt Parazaider, and Lee
several vocal movements featuring lead Loughnane. Percussionist Dan Seraphine
guitarist-vocalist Terry Kath. Kath sings does much to enhance the total effort put
about daily behavior in "An Hour in the forth by the seven talented artists.
As for the vocal work on "Chicago III",
Shower", "Hard Risin Morning Without
I
must
admit that I was more impressed
Breakfast", "Off to Work", "Fallin Out",
"Dreamin Home", and "Morning Blues with the group's improvement and
Again"-the tunes being in a progressive increased individual quality on the part of
their vocalization.
order.
Having written the majority of the
Side two's "Flight 602", "Free", and
cbmpbsitibri,
Bob Lam also sang most of
"At the Sunrise" (all written and sung by
Bob Lamm) knock the draft and the War, 1(ttt«m. The ftl^ttp^yo^^J^'SParisti..
and give illustration to the stress placed Pete Cetera was more dominant and of far
better quality than vocal attempts on the
upon mankind.
It should be pointed out that "Chicago" prior LP's.
Terry Kath's explosive, gravel-toned
devotes as much attention to playing and
singing about contemporary social vocal style has changed little. Kath's
problems as they do to the quality and inter-selection comments help to reflect the
uniqueness of their music. The "Chicago emotion Kath generates within himself
III" album epitomizes such efforts on the while playing.
Overall, "Chicago III" has been well
Columbia group's part.
worth
waiting for and may surpass the
I was most impressed with the selections
offered on side one which featured the extreme success of the Columbia artists'
introductory song, "Sing a Mean Tune past two million-sellers. It's no mystery
Kid" (written and meanly sung by why "CHICAGO" was selected in the
annual Playboy AU-Start Band as the
keyboard artist Lamm).
Other songs include "Loneliness is Just a "Instrumental Combo of 1971".

Playboy Announces 'Hall of Fame'
BY KEN GREEN

k

•v:

Playboy Magazine's "1971 Jazz and Pop
Awards" and the "All-Star Band" exhibited
what I believe to be some of the quality
artists who possess the talent deserved of
such recognition in the various fields of
rock, blues, jazz, andassorted pop music.
The awards were based on a poll of
reader's choices voted in to the magazine
by mail.
It was appropriate that the three
recording artists chosen for the Playboy
Jazz and Pop Hall of Fame were Elvis
Presley (the old "hound dog himself) and
two deceased pioneers of today's sound in
rock and blues (especially the heavy
sounds), Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin.
The merit of each of these performers is
well known to those of us who have
followed Eh/is since his hip-wiggling and
guitar smashing performances on the Ed
Sullivan Show in the middle 50's; first
heard theinstrumental possibilities,
complexities, and ear-abusing assaults that
Hames Hendrix popularized on the electric
guitar with his long-haired trio-"The Mimi
Hendrix Experience", and finally the
dynamic and volatile voice of Janis Joplin
who gained her audience's attention with
her wailing of blues tunes.
The "All-Star Band" was probably the
best ever with the cream of today's musical
crop. The big ones of pop rock and jazz
were all there.
"Chicago" justly collected the "Best
Instrumental Combo", Joe Cocker took
honors as the "Top Male Vocalist", Crosby,
Stills, Nash, and Young earned "Best Vocal
Group", Paul McCartney got "Best Bass
Guitar" (the one award I tend to object
to-he might be an accomplished vocalist
and composer, but he's not tops on electric
bass). Ginger Baker's percussion artistry
netted him the title of "Best Drummer",
"Best Organ" went to Booker T., the

renown blues and rock guitar work of Eric
Clapton gave him the deserved title of
"Guitarist of the Year", the
"Songwriter-Composer Award" went to
Burt Bacharach and Hal David, and Doc
Severinsen clinched "Bank Leader".
Artists such as those mentioned above
are illustrative of the increasing high
quality and continually maturing field of
vocalists and musicians involved in today's
music industry.
It would also appear that artists of this
caliber present a strong challenge to
contenders who may attempt to take their
place in future years.
Groups like "Chicago" and "C,S,N, &
Y" and individual ^perfectionists such as
eric Clapton; Paul McCartney, Bacharach
and David are going to be most difficult to
top.

Dr. Nicholas Nyaradi, Director, School
of International Studies, Bradley
University, and Former Minister of Finance
of Hungary, will present a lecture at 8 p.m.
on Monday, February 8, at Hiram Brock
Auditorium. This lecture is sponsored by
the University Center Board.
Nyaradi's topic will be "It Isn't Easy to
be An American"
Dr. Nyaradi was born and educated in
Hungary, and is now an American citizen.
He holds two earned doctor's degrees from
the Royal Hungarian University of
Budapest - one in political sciences and
another in jurisprudence - and an honorary
degree in» law from Grove CityCollege in
Pennsylvania.
D{. Nyaradi was an attorney for 13
years and also the legal advisor and
executive director of one of the largest
banks in Hungary.
x
Having participated in the anti-Nazi
underground movement in Hungary during
World War II, he was asked by the
anti-communist Small Landholder's party
to accept a position in Hungary's post war
government.
He was the Under-Secretary of the
Treasury and then theMinister of Finance of
the Republic of Hungary but as a
consequence of the increasing Soviet
pressure he and his wife were forced to flee
their native country.
His book: "My Ringside Seat in
BY MIKE RAMSEY
***
Moscow" was acclaimed by leading
This weekend "Catch 22" will be reviewers as one of the best books ever
showing at downtown Richmond's walk-in. published on Russia.
If you miss it, you will possibly be missing
the movie of the1 year
Michael Nichols has taken Joseph
Heller's novel arid transformed it into a
walking, talking, visual monster which
leaves you with a new perspective on your
own existence.
If you try to watch the movie from a
logical point of view, it will be impossible.
You must first assume an absurb frame of
mind, and then hang on for dear life. The
movie treads a tin line between "sense of
chaos" and "chaos".
The movie shows some of the effects of
the American occupation of Europe.

This Weekend's
Walk-In Movie
Deals With War

The movie is showing, very obviously,
that one army is no better than another. To
an occupied country there is not that much
difference between-an American soldier ■"*•'•and'a German'soldier.
The absurdity of the movie punctures
the illusion of order andneatness that the
army and the government have set up for
themselves, and reveals the basic disorder
and stupidity and anarchy that is really
there. There is actually no reason for the
army or the government to exist because
they simply, or complexly, promote chaos.
Characterization and character
development are the main aspects of the
movie. Yossarian, the main character, is the
20th century modern anti-hero. He is that
man who refuses to become a part of the
machinery. He refuses to be dehumanized.
He realizes that, after having been exposed
to the "army" and to "War", General
Eisenhower is as much his enemy as the
German general Rommel.
Milo Minderbinder, whose capitalistic
operation in the novel' is symbolic^of what
our military-industrial complex in this
country is today, shows that America lost
World War II.
Orr of the apple cheeks may be the true
hero of the movie. Nothing he does makes
any sense, but there is never a«y doubt in
his head that he won't win. General
Dreddle and his staff are the archtypes-the
stereotyped machines going through their
roles.
Now, if you have read the book and are
planning on seeing an exact duplication of
it, you are out of luck. The movie captures
the essential theme and power of the book
but does not include all the specific
instances. It is frightening, a revealing, sad,
gruesome, and savagely funny. It will not
be forgotten by those who can take it!

I

Dr. Nyaradi has a unique and profound
knowledge about the Soviet Union as he
spent seven months in Moscow in a
top-level diplomatic mission.

I

He was invited several times to Munich
where he was thoroughly briefed on the
organization and operations of Radio Free
Europe. For his work in connection with
Hungarian relief activities he has received a
diploma of appreciation from the American
Red Cross signed by its honorary chairman,
former President Eisenhower.
Dr. Nyaradi has also been consulted at
different occasions by various government
agencies and congressional committees.
During his frequent trips abroad and
through his friendly contacts with leading
personalities overseas, he follows closely
the political and economic developments in
several critical areas of the world.
In 1965 he became a member of the
Task Force on the Conduct of Foreign
Relations of the Republican National
Committee.
In 1969 he was appointed as a
Consultant to the U.S. Department of State
on Eastern European and Soviet Affairs.
His name is listed in "Who's Who in
American Education", in "Presidents and
Deans of American Universities", and in
"International Who's Who".
Dr. Nyaradi was also awarded the
George Washington Honor Medal several
times for his addresses all over the country
by the Freedoms Foundation at Valley
Forge.
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The Peace Corps

Volunteer Remembers Stint In Kenya
BY ROBERT B ABB AGE, JR.
Academics Editor
In 1967 David Poole joined
the Peace Corps - and he
didn't join for lack of
something better to. do. He
had some very definite
reasons, and now in 1971 as a
Peace Corps recruiter, Poole
can look back on his service as
a volunteer and say that he

made the right decision.
"I was tired of school and 1
wanted to get out and do
something." Poole said in a
Progress interview. "Then, I
had a humanitarian
motivation (I guess that
sounds idealistic) and I
wanted to work with people. I
had a desire for adventrue,
and the Peace Corps offers all
of this."

The Indiana University
graduate also realized that he
was in the "prime of his
life"-which he admits may
stop some people from
volunteering- but to Poole it
was all the more reason to
join. "I wasn't quite ready to
get a $ 10,000-a-year job and
go out to join the materialisticrat race and I knew I could
offer my best service at that

WE NEVER CLOSE
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point in my life."

While training with the people
with whom they will
eventually serve, the
volunteers learn to speak the
language of their adopted
country, learn the culture,
traditions and history of the
nation, with instruction
included regarding their
specific task in the country.
Not all volunteers who are
accepted, and go to train,
reach their country. Many
drop out. Others are asked to
drop out. Poole said that the
training period is realistic and
forces the volunteer to
evaluate himself. "You would
find yourself asking, 'Who am
I?' and 'What do I have to
offer?'."

-

Served in Kenya
Poole spent two years in
Kenya. A psychology major in
college, he now says that he
learned more in the Peace
Corps than he could have
learned "in 20 years at
I ndiana University." Poole
received $100 a month, and
an "allowance" while in
Kenya, and says that "of
course you don't join to make
money, but neither are you
joining the 'poverty corps'.
"I found that I actually
needed only half of that
allowance to live very
comfortably during my
service. I was receiving a salary
which is the equivalent of
what a Kenyan school teacher
would make. I had the added
opportunity to travel outside
the country," Poole said, and
also pointed out that service
as a volunteer can serve as a
delay in draft eligibility.
Upon returning to the
United States Poole said that
most graduate schools and
employersgive a favorable
look to those who have served
in the Peace Corps. Some
major American universities
and colleges have special
scholarships for volunteers
deciding to continuing
education, and others will
award academic credit for
Peace Corps work. A college
degree is required before
acceptance by the Peace
Corps.

Speech Reference
Poole made reference to a
speech made in Nebraska in
January by President Nixon in
which he proposed a possible
reorganization step which
would lump all service
projects-Peace Corps, VISTA
and others-under one name in
one department. The idea was
not warmly received,
according to Poole, as many
thought it was in line with a
Bureau of the Budget attempt
to "phase out" the VISTA
program.
Already the Peace Crops
budget has been cut from $93
million last year to $81
million this year, if Nixon gets
this budget request approved
by Congress.

JULIE LIPPY chats with David Poole,
a campus Peace Corps representative, about
the possibility of serving in the world-wide
organization. Poole, a former volunteer to

■
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Kappa Psi Alpha has
become the twelfth greek
social fraternity at Eastern.
Leonard Russell is serving as
the President of the
organization which was
approved by the facutly
senate on Feb. 1.

The Cave Club is holding a
meeting to elect officers for
the new semester on February
10, at 7:30. The meeting will
be held in room 3 or the
Roark Building. All members
are urged to attend.
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Geology Club

MaMw Charge

At a meeting held on
January 27, the Geology Club
elected their
officers for
1971. The officers are John
Quick, President; Richard
Ragan, Vice President; James
Mason, Secretary; Cathy
Winner, Treasurer; and Rick
Baker Palimentarian.
A committee selected to
review the constitution was*
composed of Doug Wilson,
Terry Hasenstab, and Gary
Kuhnhenn, graduate student.

Bluegrass S & T#2
Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

KIUIIIKHKI

One-Hour Cleaners
featuring

The Geology Club will have
its next meeting on
Wednesday, February 10, at
6:30 in Roark 6. The purpose
of this meeting will be to
accept new members and
discuss proposed amendments
to the constitution.

'Martinizing'
Watch for our Specials
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Plus a 3 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
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The Club Circuit

Poole feels that volunteers
in the Peace Corps don't quit
All Types Wanted
their service when they return
home. "You don't come back
The Peace Corps is looking
and say, 'Now I can work for
for interested persons of all number one (namely
Marvin Sanders, publicity
types of educational
yourself)'.
You
have
a
director
for the fraternity,
backgrounds. "Over all, I
perception
of
your
own
skills
reported
to
the Progress that
guess those with educational
and your committments ' plans for a spring rush are
background in agriculture, or
those who have lived on beginning, not ending Many indefinite, but pledges will be
work in taken by the fraternity. Kappa
farms, are the prime return to
community
betterment
Psi Alpha currently has 22
candidates. But actually,
programs."
members, and interested
anyone who has a certain
David
Poole
is
now
devoted
students should contact
specialization is attractive to
Leonard Russell in Martin
to
serving
other
people.
He
the Peace Corps. Liberal arts
Hall.
plans
to
go
into
social
work
in
degree holders have always
America,
perhaps
,after
i
The local chapter has
been valuable."
graduate : school '♦fraobtema, in
The Peace Corps puts its" American really aren't much established relations with
volunteers through a rigid different," says Poole; "you •'Kappa Alpha' Psi National
Fraternity, and according to
training for two or three
still find people who need Sanders, could possibly
months before they report for help."
affiliate with the national
their specific assignments.
organization in the fall of this
year.

STEREO TAPES

Kenya, and two other former Peace Corps
members visited the campus last week to
reach potential volunteers among the ranks
. of Eastern students.

All Geology majors,
minors, and other interested
persons are welcome.

623-3939

MAR-TAN
OPTICAL INC.
Latest Fashion
Eyewear

is being held in the Todd Hall
Recreation
Room from
Anyone' interested in 7:30-12:00 p.m. Admission is
purchasing a University $.25 Everyone is welcome.
Ensemble album can contact
The money from the dance
Eric Abercrumbie at 622-5763 is going to be used for a
or 622-3856.
serviceproject. Delta Sigma
Theta is a service sorority
which has sponsored such
Recreation Provided
projects as helping to fix Race
Street Community Center,
raising
money to buy a piano
Informal recreation is now
being provided every Friday for Race Street, and
night in the Weaver Building sponsoring a project to adopt
for all students. The hours are a child overseas.
7-9 p.m. All students taking
Circle K
part in this recreation are
asked to bring (not wear)
The Circle K Club will
tennis shoes.
meet in Combs 219 tonight at
Math Club
5:15 p.m. All men interested
in joing are urged to attend.
.,, The Math Club will hold
Catalina Club
problem sessions every
Monday and Wednesday from
The Catalina Club is
6:30-8 p.m. in Roark 103.
beginning to plan for its
Anyone having trouble with
annual water ballet show.
math is invited to attend.
Twenty-five girls will swim in
the club's interpretation of
Junior Clan
"Sign of the Times," to such
songs as "Fantastic Voyage,"
There is a very important
"Pink Panther," and "Space
Junior Class Meeting tonight • Odyssey."
at 4:15 in Combs 322. Prom
The girls participating, in
decisions will be made.
the show were chosen
Everyone's help is needed.
according to their skill and
ability in the water by a panel
University Film
of judges. They are all
The University Film members of the Catalina Club.
Requirements for
Organization is holding regular
becoming and remaining a
meetings on the last Tuesday
member of the club are a
of each month in Cammack,
205. The meetings will include certain amount of skill and a
film study and film making. 2.0 point grade average. Their
Anyone who is interested is sponsor is Dot Kirkpatrick.
The show is to be
invited to attend. Information
performed April 1, 2 and 3.
may be obtained from Dr. Student admission is $.75.
Lindsay, 3706, and Mike
Hack, 3689.
Any club wishing
nformation
published about
Delta Sigma Theta
their activities should contact
The pledge class of Delta Dianna Ceieman at 622-2477
or the Progress office.
Sigma Theta sorority is
sponsoring a dance tonight. It ::S£:::::.:*:£:*:*:;:^^
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Special
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Boy one 8 x 10 color portrait at Reg. Price ef '16*
(2nd 8 x 18 Priit 14')
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233 W. MAIN
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Fun-O-Rama For Handicapped
Allows On The ijob Training
BY DIANA COLEMAN
Staff Reporter

pnotooy i

CHARLIE SWEET, 3, claps his hands with the aid of his
mother, Mrs. Linda Sweet, during the "Fun-O-Rama" for
mentally handicapped children held in Weaver Gym last week.
Charlie's Mother is an instructor of English while his father,
Dr. Charles Sweet, is a professor of English.

Law Council Seeks
Justice Via Schools
A
BY PAULA MANZ
Progress Staff Reporter
"Justice Through
Education and Training" has
become the official word of
the Kentucky Law
Enforcement Council. •
Working through Eastern.
Kentucky University, the
council provides the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
with one of the best chances
of professionally, well-trained
basic police training services in
the nation.
September 1, 1966 marked
the beginning of a dream that
became a reality. The
instigators, Bob Posey,
Director of the School of Law
Enforcement of EKU; BUI
Newman, at that time Deputy
Director of the Kentucky
State Police, and Dr. John
Rowlett, who has risen to
Vice President of EKU, saw a
chance for advancement of
law enforcement standards
and training for every law
officer in the state.
A federal grant was applied
for to set up such a program,
with space and assistance
provided. The University then
made available $5,000 for a
planning grant.
A special agent for the FBI
assigned to Frankfort also
liked the plan. He retired from
the FBI on August 31, 1966
and the very next day was at
Eastern. This man, Robert
Stone, has become the
Executive Director of the Law
Enforcement Program of
EKU.
In November 1968, the
Council, acting on the advice
of a previously appointed
curriculum committee,
adopted a three-week program
that consisted of 132 hours of
training. Based on this
curriculum, the first KLEC
Basic Training Course for
police officers was begun in
July, 1969.
At the end of the first
session it was decided there
had not been enough time for
more important subjects, and
it was agreed to expand the
program. The program now
covers 160 hours of training
within a four-week period.
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February 4 AS
Thursday A Friday
MOVE (R)
Elliott Gould,
Paula Prentil*,
Genevieve Waite
John Larch
February 9 A 10
Tuesday A Wednesday
RING OF BRIGHT WATER (G)
Should Do For Others What
"Born Free" Did For

Lions
Bill Travers,

Virginia McKenna, Peter Jeffrey
•*••
February II, 12, 13
Thursday, Friday, Saturday

COTTON COMES TO
HARLEM (R)
Godfrey Cambridge,
Judy Pace,
Raymond St. Jacques,

Calvin Lockhart
, m»••
Selected Short Subjects
All Program
Ticket Office Opens 7:00 P.M.

Show Starts 7:30 P.M.
Admission 7 5 cents

Children (under I 2) 50 cents

Criminal Law & Statutes,
Offenses Against Persons,
Offenses Against Property and
similiar divisions.
The second, Traffic Law,
goes into many degrees of
patrol techniques such as
theft, and investigations. The
third, personal skills, includes
first aid, firearms,
fingerprinting, and
photography, along with
public speaking and human
relations.
,
The miscellaneous section
on studying notetaking,
interrogations and police
records is last. This is not
nearly all of the requirements,
but only an idea of the depth
gone into by the course.
In addition to utilizing this
adopted curriculum for its
own courses, the KLEC uses
this basic program as a
measurement when inspecting
and certifying other police
training schools around
Kentucky.
. The second program was
set up for officials in the
region of management and
consists of a one week course.
The basic police training
course, to this date, had
graduated 369 officers. The
police official management
graduates total 190
throughout Kentucky.
The course is voluntary and
completely free to inservice
policemen. An active
participant in this area is
Winchester, Ky. The chief of
police, CoL N. Lee Tucker, is
one of the 11 members of the
KLEC council appointed by
the Governor. Col. Tucker's
term extends for four years.
Terms may last from two to
four years depending upon the
position. Winchester is unique
in that it offers an incentive
pay, or a $25 increase in
salary and a chance at
promotion from class B to
class A officer.
Recently initiated by the
Crime Commission was the
introduction of the Mobile
Training Program. The Mobile
Unit is made possible through
a grant of the Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration, United States
Department of Justice. These
funds have been given to the
Council through the Kentucky
Crime Commission.
The Unit Training Program
will, on February 8, be in
Covingtonn providing a
Narcotics course directed by
Frank Fryman. The unit is
centrally located throughout
the state and teaches a one
week introductory course.
Continued on page 8

CQliNTRrwiOt

'On the job training' are
what students are getting who
are taking Physical Education
for the Exceptional Child
(PHE "562). On January 30 in
Weaver Gymnasium they
participated in a
"Fun-O-Rama" for mentally
handicapped children.
Dr. Dorothy Harkins,
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education and instructor of
PHE 5 62, said, "The
Fun-O-Rama" was designed
with a dual purpose. "One
purpose was to allow my
•students to have first hand
acquaintance with the
children. The second was to
allow the children to have
FUN while learning?
Children from all units of
Special Education
Departments of Richmond
and Madison County were
invited. A large group from
the Richmond Elementary
School was present.
Many other children from
the Richmond area were
brought by their parents. Due
to the unexpected bad
weather many children were
unable to come. The first
activity the children

participated in was designed
to help them perceive and
recognize many "objects. They
were taken through an
obstacle course where they
were enouraged to go over
small benches, under desks,
through boxes, through a
maze, and to ride small
coasters.
This activity was designed
to teach the children to
understand that they can
overcome obstacles V their
path by going under, over, or
even through them.
\
This also teaches them "to
act on their own instead of
relying on someone to move it
out of their way. At the same
time they are increasingtheir
motor co-ordination.
t
After the obstacle course,
the children were divided into
groups and each group took
turns participating in different
activities.
Some of the activities were
jumping on a trampoline,
throwing and catching a ball,
small feats on a mat, and
rhythm exercises. All of these
aid in muscular development
and co-ordination.
The activity which
provided the greatest
enjoyment to the children
involved an old parachute.

Pledging Begins
For 96 Women
Friday night, January 22,
ended rush for coeds, while
Saturday morning began
pledging for 96 of those
rushees.
Pledge cards were signed by
the rushees on Friday night
with first and second choice
of sororities. Saturday
morning the new pledges were
awakened with the good news
by members of the sororities.
Alpha Delta Pi initiated 11
new pledges: Candy Weaver,
Lori Tungate, Susan L.
Rogers, Jo Ann Rice, Kathy
May/ Joyce Fowythe, Sandra •
Foley, Debbie Doty, Claudia
Cruse, Karen Bloyd, and
'Connie Grice.
Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority initiated Donna
Wester, Susan Roberts, Pamela
Kiddoo, Wanda L. Human,
Nancy Gretzinger, Jacqueline
Garrison, Jeniffer Daniel,
Vickey Carney, and Ann
Burkhead.
Initiated as pledges of
Alpha Kappa sorority were
Joyce A. Smith, Gwen Riffe,!
Joan R. Ray, Karen Pope,
Yvette Johnson, Esther
Houser, Audrea E. Fogg,
LaJava Davis, Faye Cook,
Linda Boatright, and Deborah
J, Hawkins.
The 21 coeds initiated as
pledges by Chi Omega were
Jackie Epley, Leslie Davis,
Patty Cleaver, Sue Bertrand,

••

Moranne Moringstar, Vicki
Neal, Marsha Sterchi, Karen
Shelton, Jerri Sellers, Dianna
Scott, Debbie Pearson, Judy
Noe, Judy McGuire, Barbara
Kinberger, Sally N. Jeffers,
Judy Hamilton, Bonnie Gray,
Patricia Erwin, Day
Daugherty, and Karen Bailey.
Delta Sigma Theta initiated
four new pledges: Sarah E.
Weathers, Celestine Little,
Annbruce G. King, and Janet
Holley.
Marcia Rentz, Sharryn
' Pitpatj* Babbee Ricketts,' Vicki
Jensen; Carol Isaacs, Carol
Hirtzinger, Virginia Hellman,
Ruth Hays, Ginger Giles,
Nadine Brewer, and Lea
Boggio were initiated as
Kappa Delta Pledges.
Kappa Phi Delta initiated
26 pledges: Debbie Bathiany,
Jackie Burleson, Terri
Cochran, Anita Conte, Diane
Hahlen, Debbie Hart man,
Cheryl Hauser, Deborah M.
Hricko, Debbie Hurst, Bonnie
.' Jones, Pam Judd, Karen
» Kranz, Steffani Kwojalla, and
Debbie McKinney.
Also initiated by Kappa Phi
Delta were Jayne Marlowe,
Margie Moevers, Marty
Nicholson, Sue Otto.,
Cherylann Reed, Deb
Ridenour, Claudia Roberts,
Nancy Spencer, Joyce
Spurlock, Vicki Sweny, Paula
Wallace, and Connie Reeves.

Every child (guided by the
student aides) held on to an
edge of the parachute forming
a circle around it. Half of the
children were given the
number one and the other half
were given number two.
When Dr. Harkins gave the
signal everyone moved their
arms up and down which
allowed air to go under the
parachute, thus raising it off
the gym floor.
Dr. Harkins would then call
a number and all who had that
number would run under the
parachute to the opposite side
and again take a place holding
an edge. At the end everyone
went under and the parachute
fell, completely covering
them.
This was followed by the
entire group sitting in a circle
and singing. Although all of

the children could not
participate completely in the
singing, they were still a part
of the group and could listen to
the others.
One of the songs which
expressed the feelings of the
entire group was "If You're
Happy and You Know It-Clap
Your Hands" (and they all
did.)
Before the program began,
Dr. Harkins said, "If the
program is successful, we hope
to repeat it, possibly including
students who are enrolled in
the Special Education
Program here on campus."
She did not say who would
determine if it was a success
but it was plain by the smiling
faces of the children as they
left that to them it was a very
successful day.

Newsbriefs i

X

The Wesley Center will
sponsor a forum on pollution
Monday, February 8th. Four
Eastern faculty members will
serve on the panal. Dr. Donald
Batch, associate professor in
biology; Dr. Samuel Leung,
associate professor in geology;
Dr. John Kiefer, associate
professor in geology; and Dr.
Ernest Byrn, professor in
chemistry are the scheduled
panalists.
The session will be open to
the public and begins at 6:15
p.m. A barbecue dinner will
immediately precede the
program at 5:15. The price of
the dinner will be $1.00 per
plate.

On Wednesday, February
10, from 7:30-9:30 p.m. there
will be a discussion in the
lobby of Keene Hall about
drug abuse. Resident patients
from NARCO will be
'discussing drug related issues.

What is "Sensitivity
Experience"? If you do not
know the answer to this
question then you are invited
to attend a lecture by Loren
Boradus, Associate Professor
of Ministerial Practice at
Lexington Theological

Seminary-.
It will be held on February
11th in the Ferrell Room of
the Combs Building. The
Sociology Club invites all
interested
faculty and
students to attend and ask any
questions concerning
sensitivity training in groups.
Women track and field
participants are encouraged to
join the EKU women's track
team. There will be practice at
the track on Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursday
from 5-6:30 p.m. On Tuesday,
the girls choose their own
practice time.
Money is needed in the
heart drive, according to Dr.
Harry Smiley who is in charge
of this year's heart fund on
the Eastern campus. The goal
for this year in Madison
county is $7500.
The amount collected for
Eastern in the past two years
has only been on the average
of $500.
Student Blood Mobile
cards for October and
December, 1970, visits may be
picked up at the Student
Health Center until February
9 between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m.

RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE

I
Photo by Marianne KOK

Gail Reedy, a senior physical education major from
Norwood, Ohio works with a student from the Richmond
Elementary School at the
Fun-O-Rama for mentally
handicapped children. Miss Reedy is a member of the class
PHE 562, Physical Education for the Exceptional Child.
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Morehead Eagles Play
Here Saturday Night

SPIRTS

•Y JACK HOST

Hearing an athlete talk seriously about education
is absurd so say the people who have stereotyped
athletic performers over the years as brawn and no
brain. But times have changed and the modern athlete
perhaps knows the importance of education more
than most people. One athlete, and by the way no
ordinary one, is Jesse Owens, who found out the hard
way.
Jesse Owens, who gained world-wide fame in 1936
when he set records in the Olympic Games' 100 and
200 meter dashes, and the broad jump, brought Out
reasons for the rising necessity of a college education.
last Thursday night in Hiram Brock Auditorium as he
spoke on the topic 'Opportunities For Youth'.
Mr. Owens told of his road to success. That road
began in the cotton fields of Alabama where he and
his brothers had the desire for learning but did not
have the opportunity until they reached. Detroit,
Mich. But the rest is history for the man who was
named Athlete of the Century in 1960 after serving as
America's Ambassador to Sports in 1955.
Now Mr. Owens is doing his best to instill in the
minds of today's college players what doors may be
opened with the tools of knowledge. "Know what it
is to have the knowledge that makes for the leaders of
tomorrow," was the challenge that he made to
the attentative audience.
Universities and colleges across the country offer
the key to these doors, but each individual must take
the initiative. Mr. Owens placed the classroom as the
most important part of an athlete's career.
To illustrate how much the college athlete has
come along during the past few years, Mr. Owens
quoted some very interesting statistics. Of the college
players that go on to Professional careers 32 % do not
have degrees, but of this percentage 80% go back to
school to receive their diploma. And one statistic that
Mr. Owens seemed pleased with was the 65-70% of
black athletes that have degrees.
Education and its opportunities is a subject in
which all of us should take heed. Mr. Owens perhaps
summed it up best by saying "preparation for a better
land and a better place is within the walls of this
institution."
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MECHANIC ON DUTY 18 HRS. EACH DAY

BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Reporter

ACTION WAS FURIOUS ON TUESDAY
NIGHT as Eastern and Dayton tangled. Tom
Crosswhite (white uniform) attempts a shot
in the second half as Tim Argabright
attempts to make a block. Dayton
overpowered Eastern and went on to a

*wto by Thomas D. Rlddcll
110-86 victory as they ran up one of the
largest totals against the Colonels in the last
five years. Eastern will head home this
Saturday night as it hosts the Morehead
Eagles in an 8 p.m. OVC contest.

Poor Defense Displayed
In Eastern's 110-86 Loss
overpowered us inside,
especially at the forward
positions."
Dayton's
forwards, Ken May and Tom
Crosswhite, combined for 53
points. The only close battle
of the night was waged
between May and Charlie
Mitchell, Eastern's super
sophomore.
Neither was able to handle
the other defensively, as May
poured in 28 points and
Mitchell 23.
"Charlie (Mitchell) gave us
a great effort for a 6-3
forward," said Strong. "He
did a great job on the boards.
We didn't get the scoring out
of our guards that we have
been getting and I think this
was a factor. We have to get a
little more scoring out of all
five people."
Carl Greenfield, the
Colonels' 6-6 center had 18
points and had what Strong
called a "great night."
Mitchchell and Greenfield
each collected nine rebounds.
George Bryant's output
justified Strong's comments
about the guard play. Bryant
managed only 12 points while
Billy Burton, Eastern's other
guard, collected 11.
Bryant, who connected on
only one out of nine from the
field in the first half, was
hounded constantly by
Danton's Rex Gardeckl
Gardecki, according to Strong,
"was giving him (Bryant) a lot

BY JIM HOUSE
Progress Sports Reporter
It was a dissappointing
Tuesday night for coach Guy
Strong and the Eastern
Colonels.
After two fine games here
in the Coliseum, Eastern was
humiliated by a hot-shooting
Dayton squad 110-86. It was
the first time in Strong's eight
years at the Colonel helm that
an opponent had racked up
that many points.
"I don't think one of our
clubs has ever made a poorer
defensive showing," Strong
said in a post-game interview.
"We made some simple
fundamental mistakes. We
didn't help out as a team as
we normally do."
the Colonels had not seerr
any action since January 20th
because the schedule, made
two years ago in advance,
allowed for semester break on
the old system.
"Possibly the layoff could
have had something to do
with it," said Strong. "We
played extremely good
defense the last two games.
Here tonight we really weren't
in the ball game. They just

EAT LIKE

After scoring only 20
points his entire sophomore
year, Day amazed everybody
by hitting 39 in last year's
opener.
Ever since then he's been
burning up the nets, leading
the team in scoring (22 point
average) and rebounding last
year. His high this season was
40 in a losing effort against St.
Peter's (New Jersey).
Harreil has started no less
than
11
different
combinations this year in an
effort to break the team's
doldrums, and he thinks he hit
on the right one in the West
Texas victory. "We had a
superb team effort and it
appears this is the one we've
been searching for all year",
he said after the game.

Dayton, which shot 55 per
cent for the night, found the
going a little rough in the first
half, but began to pull away at
intermission.
"In the first half, had it not
been for free throws, we
would have been in the ball
game," said Strong The
Colonels were trailing 52-39 at
the half.
*,.
^f"Witff* the s«co«a half*-'
-\ohen they started moving
away, and we tried to pick up
and put a little more pressure
on them, everything they shot
seemed to go in."
Eastern went to a 1-3-1
zone defense later in the
second stanza and managed to
force their host into several
floor errors, but could not
capitalize on XDayton's
mistakes.
\
•That's the thing about the
change in strategy," said
Strong, "If you can go aown
and convert, you're cutting
into their lead, but a lot of
times you have a tendency to
want to catch up too fast."

Go aM out for Burger Queen

SPEND ONLY
PENNIES I
After The Game
Come

almost every conference
statistics column. He's
provided the Eagles with the
only bright spot in an
otherwise disastrous
campaign, scoring at a 26.0
points, per game clip, hauling
in over 13 rebounds per, and
hitting on 52.1% of his field
goal attempts, all team leading
figures.

of pressure and running at him
keeping a hand in his face
every minute."
"George let it bother him
and...you can't let the other
guy get you rattled. The kind •
of schedule we play you can't
let the word get around that
this bothers you, because
everyone else will try to do
the same thing."

\

HAMBURGERS .
CHEESEBURGERS
CHUCK WAGON
FISH SANDWICH
.20c
HOT DOGS .
CONEY (Homemade Chili) . 30c
FRENCH PRIES (Not Froxen) .20c
DRINKS
(Coke, Root Beer, Orange) .15c
MILK SHAKES ...... .20c

A victory in any basketball
contest is always sweet, but
when that victory follows a
string of twelve consecutive
defeats, it produces nothing
short of ecstasy.
One of these long-sought
successes occurred last
Thursday night as Morehead's
Eagles, the Colonels: next
conference opponent, snapped
a streak of a dozen setbacks
with a 90-78 pasting of West
Texas State. It was
Morehead's first win since
Dec. 5, when they defeated
Morris Harvey after a
season opening conquest of
Berea.
"It was great to break that
thing", second year coach Bill
Harrell said after last
Thursday's game. "We really
wanted to get a win and it was
good to get it at home."
Possibly that one positive
effort was all the Eagles
needed as a spark toward
finally living up to their
pre-scason expectations.
Few predicted that
Morehead would contend for
the conference crown this

year, but most experts felt
that they would provide
competent opposition for any
OVC foe, and possibly finish
as high as fourth in the race.
All in all, a series of injuries
and several narrow, hard
fought defeats coupled with
unforseen problems (two
centers, both over 6-9, quit
the squad prior to the start of
the season) have resulted in
Morehead's 3-12 overall
record.
This does not include two
games the Eagles played
earlier this week, against
Miami of Florida Monday and
Southern Mississippi Tuesday.
They have yet to take a
conference game in six starts,
so they should- be out to
correct this against thentraditional rivals with a
vengeance here Saturday
night.
In that 8 p.m. encounter in
Alumni Coliseum, Eastern will
face possibly the second most
powerful performer in the
conference next to Western's
great Jim McDaniels in the
person of Jim Day, the Eagles
unanimous All-OVC forward.
Day, a 6-8 senior from
Ashland, ranks near the top of

To

RICK STANSEL FLIES THROUGH the
air in the preliminary game against the
Dayton frosh Tuesday night. Stansel, (43) is
being closely defended against by Mike
Sylvester (20). Eastern dropped the game to

the highly regarded Flyers 79-74. The Baby
Colonels' record is now 11-6. Their next
game will be on Saturday evening at 5:45
against Prestonsburg Community College.

Baby Colonels Trip Marshall;
Lose To Tough Dayton, 79-74
Eastern's freshman team
brought its record to 11-6 this
past week with a 96-77 win
over Marshall last Saturday
and a 79-74 loss at the hands
of Dayton on Tuesday night.
The Eastern-Marshall game
was played for the benefit of
the Marshall Memorial Fund
with all proceeds going for the
cause. The game, played in
Williamston, W.V., started out
to be a real barn burner as the
Colonels jumped out to a big
lead at 38-22 midway of the
first half only to see the
Marshall Thundering Herd
storm to within five points at
the half, 45-40.
With each team in foul
trouble the outcome of the
contest hung in mid-air as the
two squads went to the
dressing rooms.
But Eastern came back in
the second half with an
aggressive man to man defense
and stole the show from the
W::*:*:*:*:*::::

Herd. Strong board work by
Robert Brooks and good
inside scoring' from Bob
Wiegele proved to be the
downfall for Marshall.
The Colonels' Bobby
Newell had a fine scoring
night pumping in 20 points on
long range jump shots.
High man for the Colonels
was 6-7 Wiegele who had a
season high 30 points. The
Cincinnati Roger Bacon
product hit on 11 field goals
and 8 of 10 from the charity
stripe.
Brooks, who was tightly
defensed came through with
20 points just below his 23.0
average.
The Colonels were
presented a trophy by the
Williamson Rotary Club who
sponsored the game.
On Tuesday night Eastern
battled a strong Dayton frosh
team and stayed with them
for all of the first half before

falling behind by as much as
eight points in the second ,
period.
The Colonels knotted the
Flyers 32-32 at the halftimc
buzzer after a five minute
balckout halted the game near
the buzzer.
Dayton came out ready to
play in the second period and
quickly took command of the
hotly contested game. Three
technicals were called against
the Colonels as they objected
to several questionable calls.
With Dayton's flashy
guard, Don Smith, setting
thetempo of the game with his
nifty ball handling and fall »
away jump shots the Flyers
seemed to have control, but
Eastern's Brooks finally broke
loose after going scoreless in
the first half and teamed with
hot-shooting Bobby Newell to I
bring the Colonels back to tie
the game 72-72.
W:%::::V:::::::%^ *
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Eastern Women Lose
Basketball Contest
The EKU Women's
Intercollegiate Basketball
team was defeated Saturday in
the first game of the season by
a "Quick-shooting"Marshall
State University team, with a
final score of 57-38.
Marshall State University
coach, Mrs. Lawson,
attributed the success of her
team to the fact that, "it was
Eastern's first game of the
season. 'That's what helped us
alot' she said,"because this is
our third game.'
"Also I think that perhaps
our height and jumpers might
have helped us some too." she
added. She did mention
however, that the game was a ■
little difficult in the beginning
when Eastern scored the first
point of the game. - Mrs.
Lawson has been the coach of
the girl's basketball for two
years now, and has led her'
team to an unbeaten season so
far this year.
The first point of the game
was scored by Eastern's
Marsha Sterchi in the first two
minutes of the game. The
leading scorers on the EKU
team were: Ruby Thalmann-9,
Susie Foley-9, Ann Flynn-8,
and Sharon Warner-6.

\

Eels Shock Highly Touted
Eastern Michigan Swimmers

The top scorers on the
Marshall- team were; B.
Crews-18, B. Duckwyler-14,
K. Parley-10 and J.
Cambert-10.
Eastern's coach, Paula
Welch predicted a better
season in the future. "We'll be
seeing a lot of improvement in
the future basketball games,**
she said, "we're gonna be
working a lot on our defense,
but considering that it was our
first game of the season, I
think we did pretty well" she
added.
Today the Women'a
Basketball team meets the
University of Louisville there
at 5:00. Next week, on
Tuesday, February 9, the
team will challenge the
University of Kentucky team
in the Weaver Gym at 5:30.
All students are urged to come
out and support the team.
y/////////////////y//////////////m^^^

READ THE PROGRESS
NEXT WEEK
FOR FEATURE ON
CHARLIE MITCHELL
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EASTERN EEL AND ALL-AMERICAN Pete Reed takes a
breather during one of the Eel's recent swimming meets. Reed,
who acts along with another All-American Jay Chanley as the
Eastern captains, is a senior from Levittown, Penn. Reed and
his teammates won a big meet last weekend as they overcame
powerful Eastern Michigan University 60-53.

Eastern Wrestlers Place Second
In Triangular Meet On Saturday
BY RAY WALKER
Progress Sports Reporter
Eastern's wrestling team
• defeated a powerful Dayton
I University team before falling
lito Morehead and Cincinnatti
tin a triangular meet held here
■ lastSaturday before a crowd
| of about 500 fans.
In the first round of
it
matches, Eastern out scored
• Dayton 23-11. Dick
I Lowenstine won by decision
r-over his 118 pound opponent
' Mark Weber. Dan Nettles also
. chalked up three team points
• with a decision over Dennis
Navarro. Bob Roach
•continued to pad the lead
_ when he out-scored Waldo
' Carmona 2-0.
^Dayton cpwjnlfl^a.stvn's
I nine point lead when Dennis
• Feleppelle .won by decision
k.over Mack Nickson. Charles
' Roach put things back under
control with a decision over
Mikd Corrigan. Butch Mitchell
upped Eastern's score three
--more points with a 5-0
decision over his 168 pound
opponent Dan Heller.
Chris Reeder won a 9-0
decision over Mike Abbinate.
Leland Stewart was the only
EKU member to win by a pin.
He held Greg Renner's
shoulders down for the
required one second for the
final five points for Eastern.
Neff Is Down
Dayton's Ray Dysas
rebounded with a 0-4 decision
over Joe Neff in the 190
A
pound class. Tom Martin
scored Dayton's final five
points with a pin over his
heavyweight opponent Randy
Randolph.
Also in the first match
Cincinnatti defeated
Morehead 31-3.
Eastern's second match
against Morehead was a tough
, battle all the way until the
. final minutes.

Eastern's Dick Lowenstine
fought to a 2-2 tie with Jerry
Gorelick with each team
winning two team points.
Morehead won the second
pairing with Dave Lawson
taking a 4-3 decision over Dan
Nettles. Bob Roach and Vince
Aiello fought to a 0-0 tie.
Mack Nickson tied up the
score with a 11-2 decision
over Bruce Mattingly.
Eastern went out fornt
when Marvin Alstott won by
decision over Dave
Whittington. Butch Mitchell
battled to a 1-1 tie with Tom
Beschler.
Morehead finally got things
going when Bob Warren
scored a 13-4 decision over
Chris Reeder to tie the two
tt tctW-Strfp' Mtfrgfrt chalked

Fro man. Gary Miller scored a
4-0 win over Mack Nickson to
put Cincy ahead 9-5. Marvin
Alstott cut into the four point
lead with a 3-1 decision over
Kevin Keller.

The final results showed
Cincinnatti with three wins no
losses; Morehead two wins,
one loss; Eastern one win, two
losses, and Dayton three
tosses.

with a pin on Leland Stewart.
Dave Bostelman scored a 7-0
decision over Joe Neff to put
the score out of reach for
Eastern. Nick Nighswander
padded the Eagles margin with
a 12-1 decision over Randy
Randolph. The final score was
Eastern 12 Morehead 23.
Cincy Downs Dayton
Cincinnatti defeated
Dayton in the second match
29-9.
Eastern jumped out to an
early lead against Cincy after
Dick Lowenstine injured Dan
Burns ankle. Burns was unable
to finish the match so five
points was awarded to
Lowenstine.
This lead was quickly
wiped out as Howard Fox
scored a 13-1 decision over
Dan Nettles. Jeff Berkoff put
the visitors in front with a
15-4 decision over Bill

cussoriiM
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Track Squad Returns
Trcm Northern Trip
Coach E.G. Phimmer's
indoor track squad has just
returned from a road trip
through Michigan and Ohio
where they participated in the
Michigan Relays in Ann
Arbor, Mich, and United
States Track and Field
Federation (USTFF) in
Columbus, Ohio.
In the Michigan Relays,
Geny Scaringi, a senior from
New York City, finished
second in the 60 yard dash.
David Stebing, a senior from
Auburn, Indiana, finished
fourth in the shot-put by
hurling the 16 pound steel ball
SI feet, 11 and three-fourths
inches.

The squad's greatest effort
was in the sprint medley relay.
Keith Bertrand finished the
440 yard dash in 50.2
seconds, Mike Thomas circled
the 220 yard track in 22.7,
and Gerry Scaringi covered
the 220 distance in 22.2
secods.
Mervyn Lewis ran the 880
in 1:54.3. The complete time
of these runners was two
seconds short of the field
house record.
At the USTFF meet in
Columbus, Ohio, David
Stebing set a new division
record by throwing the
shot-put 51 feet, 10 inches.

we picked up momentum and
finished like gang busters. East
Michigan has only lost 9 meets
in the last four years and 4 ol
them have come as victories to
EKU."
Rick Murphy once again
lead the Eels in points, as he
tallied 13 in winning the 10OC
free and 200 fly, finishing
second in the 500 free. Scott
Gallant and Wilson Myers
recorded 8 meet points each.
"It is very difficult to
single out any one person,"
continued Combs, "because
everyone had a good event

and a bad event. But the
turning point had to be when
John Davenport, a converted
backstroker, out-touched
Brinkman in- the Breast. We
had to have that one to get a
chance in the last relay."
The Eels attempt to gain
their 11 th victory as they
travel to Bowling Green
Wednesday to tangle with the
young Western tankers. The
next home meet will be this
Friday nite at 7 p.m. as the
Eels enter double dual
competition with strong
Vandcrbilt and Morehead.

Cincinnati Downs
Eastern Gymnasts
The EKU men's gymnastics
team lost a relatively close
meet to the University of
Cincinnati in its second meet
of the year last Saturday held
at the Begley Building.
The final score read 85 to
72, but what came between
the beginning and the end of
thymeet indicated a much
closer score.
The Eastern gymnasts took
the lead after the floor
exercise event, one that
Cincinnati boasts as its strong
suit. Then in the next event,
side horse, Cincinnati was able
to pull out front by a small
margin of 1.5 points.
Cincinnati held the lead
from then on while the
Eastern gymnasts tried to play
catch up. Billie England took
3 of 6 first places in floor
exercise, side horse, snd
horizontal bar on his way to
the top all-around score in
thymeet with 29.3 points.
Cincinnati took the other
three first places in the
remaining events - still rings,
vaulting, and parallel bars.

"The difference in the final
score of this meet lies in the
taking of second, third, and
fourth places," explained
coach Gene Gilbert.
"Cincinnati had more depth
than we can attain. Their
gymnasts have all reached a
certain level of performance
through experience.
"With only six team
members competing for
Eastern, 1 have been forced to
work some of them in events
that are completely foreign to
them for the sake of attaining
some kind of depth. But we
did improve considerably
since our first meet of the
season with Memphis."
This weekend, the
gymnasts meet with the
University of Kentucky and
Miami University (Oxford,
Ohio) on Friday and Saturday
respectively. Both are away
meets. Eastern's next home
gymnastics meet will be with
Georgetown College February
12 at 8:00 p.m. in the Begley
Building.

Wv>lo by Jim Sttopnavd

PROBABLY ONE OF THE MOST strenuous sports is
wrestling and here is why as Eastern Wrestler Dick Lowenstine
breaks down an opponent in the triangular meet last Saturday
in Alumni Coliseum. Eastern downed Dayton before falling to
Cincinnati and Morehead.

Candles
Incense
Burners

QOOOO
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How To Plan
To Pott Graduate

NEW TOOK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Um BMg., Ms IW AT*

'lUen, in perhaps the closest
finish of the entire year, Ron
Holihan and John Davenport
squeezed out the top two
places in the 200 breast
stroke. The watches read first:
2:19.6- second: 2:20.6- third
2:20.6.
Scott Gallant produced a
win on the 3-meter board
after being beaten on the
one-meter. Suddenly, the
score was all knotted up at
53-53 and the stage was set
for the final race. Kevin Miles,
freshman sensation from
Indianapolis, lead off the relay
with a 48.8, Link Dorroh
followed with a 49.2, and Pete
Reed and Bill Stapleton added
48.9's to secure the victory
for the Electrifying Eels.
An elated Coach Don
Combs remarked, "I was a
little worried when they ran
out in front of us by 15
points. They had beaten us
the best we could muster and
frankly, I wasn't sure if we
were going to get started. But
when the ball started rolling.

up five big points for MSU

WANTED:
College men and women for management positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for incollege trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

SECURITY
PROGRAM!

BY LINK DORROH
Progress Sports Reporter
A record breaking 400 yard
freestyle relay was required by
EKU's Eels to overcome a
fired-up Eastern Michigan
squad at Ypsilanti, Michigan
last Friday 60-53. This runs
the Eels win streak to nine
and sets their ..record at 10-1.
The host Hurons, current
NAIA champs jumped out
esrly lead as they won the
judges decision on the first
event the 400 medley relay.
Both teams had identical
times of 3:42.5. The Eels were
caught off guard and with the
Huron's continuing to swim
inspired, the Eels found
themselves down 47-32 with
only 4 events to go. It takes
57 points to win.
At this point Eastern's
swimmers realized that they
would really have to produce
the big effort to win. This the
Eels did as Wilson Myers and
Rick Murphy combined for a
one-two finish in the 500 free.

Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the experience and training needed for executive responsibility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force R0TC two-year program.
Along with college credits and a
commission, you'll receive $50 each
month as a student. And upon graduation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further your education.
If you're in your final year of col-

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Training Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, ranging from aeronautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, including flying, in between. But whatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your talents can take you.
So look ahead and let your college years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U.S. Air
Force. Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78148, and get your postgraduate career off the ground.

KNJ71

USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept. A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
Please send me more information
on:
D Officer Training School
□ Air Force ROTC Program
NAVE

%

Wallace's

Book
Store

AGE
(pieiM pfinl)

292 South Second St.

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

STATE

ZIP

DATE OF G9A0UATI0N

SCHOOL

I understand there is no obligation.

Fmdyoufsefinkho United Stales Air Force

Downtown — Richmond
<&mwtt&^^
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Female Photographers
Clicking On Campus
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Three females-Patsy Gross,
Becky Irving, and Marianne
Rose-are establishing
themselves in the field of
photography at Eastern.
Two of these girls, Patsy
Gross and Marianne Rose,
work with the photography
staff of News.and Publications
which is under the
University's office "of- Public
Relations. Becky Irving* is,
working with Ken Harlow
Studios in Richmond.
Patsy Gross, a junior
history major from
Winchester, began working
with the photography staff
during her freshman year at
Eastern. She first became
interested in photography
through a friend, then her
father bought her a Nikon,
and she has been improving
her ability with a camera ever
since.
When she first began taking
pictures, Patsy had a few
uncomfortable experiences.
At the first basketball game
she shot, she was almost ran
off the floor because the
school officials were not sure
that girls were allowed on the
floor.
Although she enjoys
photography-It's a lot of fun
and you get to meet some
interesting people such as
Oliver and Kenny Rogers," -

lk^T

PlOf ESSIONAL

Patsy only considers
photography as a hobby. She
plans to teach upon
graduation and perhaps use
her experience in working on
her school's yearbook.
Marianne Rose, a
sophomore from Lexington,
considers photography more
seriously. She has been
interested -gn cameras and
photography since she was a
child. She first began working
iwith the staff at Eastern in the
fall semester, 1970.
Marianne enjoys working
on the photography staff even
though she has to devote long
hours to the work. As she
says, "It is a learning situation
that is better than a class
because you have to apply
what you learn."
An art major at present,
Marianne has become
seriously interested in
photography as a profession.
She said, " I think that it's
very unfortunate that Eastern
doesn't have a program in
photography. If my interest
continues to develop at the
rate it has been I may be
forced to go somewhere else
to get some kind of formal
training."
Becky Irving is also quite
serious about photography.
She is a junior broadcasting
major from Lexington. She
has been around

photographers all her life as
her father is manager of Treck
Photographic in Lexington-a
retail store for photographic
supplies.
When entering college she
was sure that she wanted to go
into some phase of mass
communications. She first
went into journalism but
decided that that was wrong
for her. Then as she says, "All
of a sudden I got into
photography and wanted to
do that."
Right now, with Ken
Harlow studios, she is learning
the studio end of
photography. Becky describes
it as having, "long, long hours
but in the end it's most
rewarding. You realize that
you have done something
yourself."
Recently Becky won first
prize for nature in the photo
contest sponsored by Palmer
Hall.
These three agree that
photography takes
persistence, devotion, and
long hours and if you have an
interest in photography and
some skill, it may be
developed-but only through
much practice.

Photos by Larry Balloy

Signs
Of The Times
Real 'Snow' Stoppers
«■••

The year's first snowfall brought more
than the usual excitement last Saturday
afternoon as Dusty Chandler (above)
swished through the ravine atop a stop sign.
Two other friends, Susan Hicks and Brenda
Thomas, joined Dusty in the winter frolic
, later, but the fun was short-lived for all three
as campus police (right) thinking the signs
might belong to someone else, put a stop to
the frigid venture as Brenda and Dusty stand
by. Dusty said she had "permission to bring
the signs to Eastern from the Chief of Poice
in Madison, Indiana." Campus security
refused to comment on whether the three
had been charged with any violation.

Concerning Men's Housing

Senate To Draft
-

I'ALL

JTjT 623-6161
Wm House of
J Styles
Beauty Salon
Eastern Bypass

**l5ul 34 A* & "i .
H * « »
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A vote in Student Senate,
Tuesday night will send a
letter to the director of men's
housing concerning the
vacancies in the men's
complex of Beckham,
McCreary, Miller, and Combs.
The letter will ask why this
large number of men were
scattered over the campus and
now so few females are living
in these dorms.
Bob Babbage, student
regent, added to this letter,
"why are students being
forced to find roommates and
the University offering no
help."
There was a question
raised, why students should be

■ iii

Carry-Out s?^-

TWO
BIG
CHES

Bisotti's
Restaurant
Home of

made to double in rooms
when the other rooms will just
be sitting vacant for the rest
of the semester. One student
asked if there was any "great
influx or students now, or are
they moving someone else
into them."
Daryl Tedder, one of the
senators, explained that he
had talked with Mr. Jack
Hutchinson, the director of
housing who said "there has
been a mistake...they're not
demanding that the students
find themselves a roommate
but only that they double up.
If they will accept what the
school gives them, then they
don't have to find one
themselves.
The standard procedure for
students Who-don't have a
roommate is an additional fee
of $70.
Complaints were also
voiced Tuesday as to the
conditions of the roads and
sidewalks on campus and the
effectiveness of>f 'Operation
Snowball" A letter will be
sent by President James Pratt
to the director of bu.idings
and grounds to request that,
snow and ice by removed
more quickly.

SAVE!
the
Big Brother
Fresh
Strawberry

One senator said that he
had talked with officials. It
was 'explained I the last part of
first semester that this new
'Operation Snowball" would
eliminate all of the snow,
almost as soon as it hit the
ground...I think the letter
should point out that not only
has the snow hit the ground
but it has since left the ground
being beaten into ice."
Another student suggested
that the reason the pavement
is still covered with ice, is that
"Operation snowball" didn't
go into action until Monday
and it had snowed Saturday.
In a previous Student
Senate meeting, it was voted
to send a letter to the Faculty
Senate stating that in a day
when faculty' and--"Student1
harmony is desirable and in as
much as student senate
meetings are open to all
people interested, we urge
that the Faculty Senate not
approve the new ruling closing
Faculty Senate meetings. "Not only was this new
rule passed with only two
dissenting votes but the letter
which was sent by the Student
Senate wasn't read," said
Babbage.

SAVE!

SAVE!

Shirts laundered 18"
Trousers or Slacks cleaned & pressed 39°

Appointments were made
to two committees by Pratt.
Tyler Cox, Larry Conners,
Rodney Dunn, Jan Pan ay toff,
and Teri Insko wexe appointed
to the Student Court.
Appointed to the Campus
Beautification committee
were Chuch Kelhoffer, as
chairman, Kirk Kandle, Bob
Babbage, Jacque Brown, and
Charles Abner.
Robert Morris, presently
on the student court, was
appointed as the new
Associate Chief Justice.
Pratt read two replies from
Dr. John D. Rowlett,
Vice-president or Research
and Development, concerning

letters sent to him by the
Student Senate in previous
weeks.
The first letter read
concerned the ROTC petitions
sent to Rowlett by the Senate
along with a letter saying that
the majority of the students
and the Student Senate were
not in favor of mandatory
ROTC.
Rowlett's reply said, "I will
share both your letter and
petitions with the members of
the committee on ROTC."
The second letter, also sent
to Dr. Rowlett concerned
entertainment and the
University Center Board.
Senators had complained of
not having "big name"

,lH -lf«m ttt nt l\<*mi\j?t-\i&

ssociated Press Honors
WEKU-FM News Stories
Each year, the Associated
Press honors a number of
radio stations in Kentucky for
the contributions to news
reporting. This year,
WEKU-FM received merit
citation.
Mr. Bill Furnish, News
Director of WEKU-FM was
mentioned individually for his
coverage of the runaway truck
incident that killed two
persons during Christmas
shopping season in downtown

Richmond. Also mentioned
in the awards was Mr. Craig
Ammerman, a former
editor-in-chief of the Eastern
Progress, who is now serving
in the Charleston, West
Virginia bureau of the
Associated Press. He was cited
for his coverage of the Hyden
mining disaster.
The Los Ange les
Philharmonic, conducted by
the internationally acclaimed
Zubin Metha, launches a

DIXIE CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY
(On your way to town)

Pie

THIS OFFER GOOD THROUGH FEB. 13, 1971
Oaon • a.m. to It p.m.

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty
FOR YOUR
DRUG STORE NEEDS

HOME COOKING

{

Continued from page s

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Horn of delicious Homemade Broad
423-mt

Sort. Pint Stfttt

LOY W. LEE, a member of Eastern's Radio Division of
Instructional Services, sits at the controls as WEKU-FM takes
the air. The Associated Press has honored the campus station
with a merit citation for its news reporting. Bill Furnish, News
Director, was mentioned individually for his coverage of the
runaway truck incident that killed two persons in downtown
Richmond in December.
vxy//mr////v■.■'///..■..■//. -

JOE MILLER

ONE HK. CtlANERS

BEST OF LUCK,
COLONELS

20-program series with a
salute to Ludwig Van
Beethovan's 200th birthday
on Thrusday, February 11, on
WEKU-FM at 10 p.m. This
new series will pre-empt
regular programming.
Because of certain criteria'
that WEKU-FM has met with
the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting and National
Public Radio, the station has
started to receive
programming from National
Public Radio. As an affiliate
station, WEKU-FM will
continue to receive such
various programs from N.P.R?
The first program features
Beethoven's Overture,
Leonore No. 3 opus 72-A,
Edgard Varese's Arcana, and
Beethoven's Symphony No. 3
in E-Flat major, opus 55, the
"Eroica." Intermission
M
features, produced and hosted
by William Malloch, included
an interview with Mehta on
the story of Leonore who
used a pistol to free h)er
imprisoned husband.

Law Council

You Are Always Welcome at...

Stockton's
Drufcs

623-3248

I
entertainers. Rowlett listed
the programs scheduled for
this semester.
He also said that if income
permits the Board plans to
sponsor two extra lectures. If
all goes as planned the
University Center Board will
have sponsored a series of IS
entertainers and lectures.
A motion pa ssed
concerning the schedule of
events for Homecoming.. A
letter will be sent asking that*
the night of the concert be
changed to Friday night and
the dance to Saturday night.
Pratt announced that next
Tuesday he will give his Stat*
of the Association Address in
the regular meeting.
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CORNER NORTH SECOND * IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

'Home Cooked Food'

Where You Gut QuaHfy
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Sendee

N. 2nd St.

4 Days A Week

On Feb. 4 at 8:00 p.m.,
Kentucky Educational
Television will present "In
Quest of Justice: Criminal
Investigation". The program
was produced in the television
studios of EKU's Division of
Instructional Services. It
centers on what the citizen
can do to prevent crime and
describes how Eastern's
SChool of Law Enforcement
is preparing students to be,,
proY|ciej7t in criminal'
investigation.
The basic police training
course at Eastern is to build
and maintain a meaningful
program of standards.
The fulfillment of this was
surely shown last Friday when
Mayor Maffet presented to
Mr. Robert Stone, from the-'
city of Richmond, a citation k
for the excellent donation of
promoting the higher
education and training of
Kentucky police.
"Public opinion", stated
Mr. Stone, "runs very high. It
(the program) changes the'
whole outlook of the men.
They're thinking as>
professionals."
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Rivero Acting As Dorm
Director and Counselor

L'Crabbe Sings
For New Play
a good beat. Songs such as
"Midnight Special" or
"Yellow Bird", that are not
exactly
folk songs, but songs
When the EKU players open
that
can
be fitted to any
>.-- John Brown's Body" on
j:. February 18, the haunting group's own style, are
•melodies of songs made especially popular with the
:- famous during the Civil War group. Miss Wozny selects
will begin to filter throughout different beat and rythmn
>"the auditorium. The. soft combinations for each
& harmonies will be provided by selection.
Not only does L'Crabbe
f*! L'Crabbe, a trio of
incorporate
songs originally
'.- £ aophomores who reside in
recorded
by
other
groups, into
-; McGregor Hall
their
routines,
but
they also
The group, which consists
write
many
of
their
own
Mary Ann Wozny,' Chris
songs.
Janet,
who
resides
in
Bosler, and Janet Stahl, will
Miami,
Florida,
has
written
-i-provide all background music
■;.'■: for the play. The songs which several songs.
One that the group
"'will be performed will be:
performs
is "Live Among the
"Battle Hymn of Republic",
Flowers",
which is a
^'"When Johnny Comes
harmonious,
specialized
Marching Home Again",
testimonial
to
the
free life of a
-/'Tramp, Tramp, Tramp",
""Bonnie Blue Flag", and child. Another song written
9
Ml
by the group is "Heaven-Hill
Kentucky. Kentucky".
Bourbon", which is a jolly,
L'Crabbe, who performed amusing tale of a mountain
last semester on a regular basis woman and her five daughters
at the 007 Club in Richmond, who operate a still in the years
has a unique style and of prohibition.
harmony. Miss Wozny plays a
L'Crabbe practices several
highly diversified, styled times a week, and occasionally
guitar; Miss Bosler, who practicing in the dormitory
usually sings lead, has a Mama causes them problems. They
■ Cass quality in her strong often can be heard singing in
S voice, and Miss Stahl has a the stairwells or in a locked
'^- soothing, melodic sound that elevator. Sometimes during a
rounds the group into a weekend, they will practice
" 'professional-sounding faction. three and four hours in a
L'Crabbe performs most all stretch.
types of music, but the girls
The group, which is a part
have a tendency to prefer of the Cellar Dwellers, a
Simon and Garfunkel honorary "sorority" of girls
.', melodies, along with any type who reside in the basement of
of rock and roll song that has McGregor Hall

One of the most sparkling
personalities in McGregor Hall
is Carmen Rivero, Assistant
Resident Director and'
Counselor. Miss Rivero, who
was born in Bogata, Columbia,
has .been in America since
March, 1969.
Carmen, who resides in
Bogata, the capital city of her
homeland, attended the
American school for four
ytffl^ and the government-sponsored institutions
for the remainder of her
education. She holds a BA in
Sociology from Baylor
University, Belton, Texas, as
well as a MA in Christian
Education. She is currently
working towards her Master's
in Guidance Counseling.

By BRENDA ROSS
Staff Reporter

Photo by Thomas O. Ridden

L'CRABBE, a vocal group composed of
Eastern students, will provide the
background music for "John Brown's

Body", the upcoming presentation of the
University Players. From left: Janet Stahl,
Mary Ann Wozny, and Chris Bosler.

Music Opportunity Day Held
Eastern Kentucky
University's Music
Opportunities Day was held
last Saturday. Approximately
130 to 135 junior and senior
high school students and
parents from various
Kentucky schools attended.
Music Opportunities Day
was sponsored by the EKU
music department The nature
of the festiviites was to give
perspective music majors a
chance to meet and become
acquainted with the facilities
available on campus.

Students were also given an
opportunity to audition
before judges for financial
assistance and/or musical
scholarships. They received
assessment and advice about
their abilities on their
instruments.
MOD had divided sessions;
the morning session was
devoted to acquainting the
student with preparations
which he can make while still
in high school. Later, the
students separated into
smaller question and answer

groups for closer observation
of the musical facilities of the
campus.
Music Opportunities Day,
according to Mr. Robert
Hartwell, assistant professor
of the music department, was
an opportunity for the
student "to become more
intimately acquainted with
our campus and music
department in particular.
Above all, it allowed the
student to feel at home with
the university, and that, we
feel, is most important."

In addition to her studies,
Carmen works live hours
weekly doing guidance
instructing at the Ellendale
Counseling Center. Her job in
the dormitory includes
counseling and instruction for
the girls who reside in
McGregor.
While still in Columbia,
Carmen taught for five years:
two years were spent teaching

in Bogata, which is a plateau
city of over three million, and
three years in a small town
nearby. Her subjects were
social science, English, religion
and music.
Having travelled
extensively in America,
Carmen replied when asked
her opinion of certain areas,
"my favorite areas arc Texas,
Florida and California, but the
most beautiful region is
Washington State. It has
.gorgeous scenery."
Having been in our country
for sometime, Carmen has
formed opinions and ideas as
to certain elements of our
.society. She feels that many
problems would be solved if
only more patriotism was
shown and felt.
She stated that "patriotism
is actually taught in Columbia.
Countrymen should express
the way they love their
country, their flag and should
feel much national honor.
Indeed, national ' patriotism
includes criticising
the
officials, but with respect.
Americans must take more
pride in being USA citizens."

ws&s&ix&e&ssmmA

Bloodmobile
Will Solicit
Campus Help

A bloodmobile will be
located at the First Christian
Crunch on Lancaster and Main
Streets on February 10. The
time to donate blood is from
12 noon to 5 p.m. The age
limit is from 18 to 66. The
donating process is simple and
usually takes about 45
minutes.
In order to give blood: The
dancing of today's youth
donor
is checked for the iron
oriented world, and are often
content in his blood. He is
worn under a longer more
weighed and has his
stabilized outercoat.
temperature
and blood
The Hot Pants, whose
pressure
taken.
The
donor is
name often
brings
a
then
checked
carefully
by a
high-schoolish jeer to the
doctor,
and
if
everything
is
uninformed, are certainly
that-Hot. The marketing proper, the blood is taken.
After the blood is given,
figures clearly show that the
i demand for this item has the donor is given a quick
-exceeded the demands for the' energy snack and is released.
The Bloodmobile is
> mini or any preceeding
fashion fad- New patterns, sponsored by the Madison
styles and innovations are County Junior Women's Club.
being introduced to the public The amount of blood
every week, and being just as designated for Madison
County is 296 pints.
quickly accepted.

SMITH'S HAIR STYLING
and BARBER SHOP

New Fashion Rage Hits
Cosmopolitan Market

Photo by Thomas o. RkMMi
BECKY' CORNETT, a senior from Whitesburg, models the
latest rage in the fashion world-hot pants. Few could deny
that it was an ideal time for them, as temperatures hovered
near zero. Brave Becky is presently doing her student teaching
• •-,
in home economics at Clark County High School.
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Miss Eastern Pageant
Scheduled For March

The Miss Eastern Beauty
Pageant
is scheduled to be
-,fj
held in the Hiram Brock
'
Auditorium on March 5, as a
', preliminary to the Mis:
Kentucky Contest.
oriv. Applications for entrance
:T* into the contest will be
available this week at the
Information desk in the lobby
£of the Student Union
K
Building. The dealine for

entrance into the contest is
February 19. The applications
are to be returned to Gwen
Coburn in McGregor Hall.
Requirements for
applicants are that she be a
student currently enrolled at
EKU, be unmarried, and have
an over-all 2.0 GPA.
Contestants may be sponsored
by an EKU organization, or be
individually entered.

In the Forties a common
sight on any warm summer
day was a young girl walk in g
down a street in the very
shortest of shorts. When the
Fifties ushered in the
''Bermudas," the
short-shorts.disappeared.
However with the advent of
the Seventies, the skimpiest of
the new clothing has suddenly
blossomed in to new brilliance"
on the fashion scene.
These new-old shorts have
hit the market, and seemingly
in a reaction to the midi and
maxi scene, have rocketed
into vast popularity. These
shorts are not the ordinary
type seen in a ball-game or on
• picnic, but are made from
any type of material from
chamois to mink or vinyl to
satin.
Hot pants, which are also
called Cool Pants, Shortcuts,
and diversified other names,
are worn with almost any
accessory. The strongest
accepted mode is with high,
tight-fitting boots, body
stockings or tights, wild
jewelry and an uninhibited
personality.
The new craze, admittedly
for those blessed with below
36 inch hips, is worn in any
situation. No only are they
being worn at -parties, but
even are being accepted in
business circles. Many
designers not only style thenshorts in conventional
materials, but are also

fashioning them from mink,
sable, leather or even
velvet.They are ideal for the
bar-hopping, disco-jumping
and party-going co-ed of any
campus.
Shorts-shorts are no joke!
They are being worn by sales
women, young mothers,
movie stars, models-just
about anyone. These wild
•'btrtffitrf'Trre stopping fashiori
shows all over the world with
designers in Rome centering
their new collections solely
around short ensembles.
Short-shorts are specifically
suited to the unrestricted

DAYT0NA BEACH - WHERE
tie GIRLS in
the BOYS are
the ACTION
is
ON THE
"WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BEACH

ft

The welcome met is out for collegians this spring' elong 23 MILES OF
FREE PUBLIC BEACH where sun, ssnd end surf ewsit your pleasure. The
Daytona Beech Resort Area is where it's all happening. Join the FUN
crowd at the IN piece ... where there's so much more to do I

WRITE MPT. , CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Off IS LAMP, MTONA BEACH, HA. 32014

POCKETBOOK!

• r,:

STEAK HOUSE

•Ul'4

Happine

iswhallselH
getting rid
" of
financial worries so you
can "live a little". You find
this happiness in our special cash-value life insurance plans for Seniors and
Graduate Students.
Add this special kind of
happiness to your life —
I'll be glad to help you
do it.

t ■' -•

To

•1

Charles Johnson
SouthwBstGrn Ufte

1750 Alexandria Dr.. Lexington. Kv.
Bus. 277-61*1
A/C 606

Daily Specials
MONDAY-Chicken, all you can sat
$1.29
TUESDAY-8 oz. Sirloin Strip Steak
$1.79
WEDNESDAY-Fish, all you can eat .$1.19.
THURSDAY-Spaghetti, all you can eat..$.99

on

'i»n

For tat Style Co—does Man
OPEN TEN A.M. UNTIL SEVEN P.M.
Corner 2nd and Main - Upstmirs over Begleys
After yon try the other shop*, coma to Richmond's
ORIGINAL hair-styling barber for the professional
shaping of your hair. Ask your friends. They come here
too. Walk up to genuine hair styling. You'll find it's thebeat in town. Coma in today!

FINAL FALL CLEARANCE
*:W:WS%%W:W:::*:%:::^^

ONE GROUP

SUITS
All Wool - Values to 70.00

NOW

FLARES
STA-PRESSED
Sta-Pressed ■ Values to 13.00

00

•25

NOW

{

7

•TOO

ONE GROUP

SPORT COATS
Wool - Values to 40.00

$

00

Now 15
V-Neck
Sweaters

i.

Ii
t

ONE RACK OF

t

Ties &
Belts
V4 Price

LONG SLEEVE ■
Values to 20.00

SHIRTS
One Group - 5.00 ea. or 2 for 9.00
One Group - 3.50 ea. or 3 for 10.00
One Group - 8.00 ea. or 2 for 15.00

WITH YOUR

0

'til

Now 5,D
551

SCORE

lira

When asked about her
work as a resident director,
Miss Rivero responded, "1
appreciate the way they
respond to my approach. I
have given them the
opportunity to express the
feelings they have, and I have
listened to them."
Carmen feels that much of
the discord in America is due
to the generation gap. She
feels that in order "to solve
the problems between
generations, the older
generation should walk the
second mile toward the
younger generation. I have
personally seen the younger
generation walk the whole
mile to help their elders, and
then be refused. I include
teachers, parents,
counselors-all in general."
A busy lady at all times,
Carmen has only small
amounts of free time. But
when that rare situation arises,
she enjoys listening to good
music, reading or going to
movies. She recently saw
PATTON, and being a great
admirer of the general, she
was pleased with the portrayal
of the war hero.

Open from
9:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. Monday-Saturday

Andy's
Pizza Palace
110 South Second
"Come Down and Get Pizzacated"

623-5400

290 SOUTH SECOND ST.

We've got a Steak
in your Future"

TRIMCUT
PANTS
Famous Brand Sta-Pressed - Were 10.00
$ 00

Now 8

Wool Outer Coats
Values to 50.00

00

Now »15

Suede & Leather
COATS
Zip-Out Lining Values to 75.00
$

00

Now 40

SORRY: At these prices - no alterations, refunds, or exchanges.
All Sales Final.

I GARLAND JETTS MENS WEAR1
117 E. Main
623-5232

L ^J

J

■ ::-i£iM?M;

f
.;
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In Three States

Cable TV Is The
'Coming Thing'

Law Enforcement Directs
Resocialization Program
If you go from the torture
chamber to the dunking chair
to resocialization...you have a
brief history of penal
measures.
<
Eastern's School of Lair
Enforcement is coordinating a
three-state program this year
to help educate corrections
officials in the methods of
resocializing public offenders.
The M-u 1 t i -S t a t e
Corrections I'roject offers to
managerial personnel in
Kentucky, Tennessee, and
West Virginia a series of
conferences dealing with
correctional methods under
the direction of Brett 'Scott,
director of law enforcement.
"Resocialization is the
newest term in this area," said
Scott. "It used to be
rehabilitation, but that really
means putting them back
where they were, and that';
not what we do. They wcr ■
criminals.".
No Credit Given
The Multi-State Project it
coordinated through tl>
Kentucky Crime Commissic i
and funded, in part, by th
Department of Justice, and
the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration
(LEAA). The program carries
no college credit.
The program is taken to
the corrections ' officials at
conferences generally held in
the state parks system of each
state .by Scott. Many top
officials from two states visit
the sessions.
The ultimate purpose of
the project, one of the first ir
the nation to involve more
than one state, is to prepare
inmates of correctional
institutions for re-entry into
society.
*
While the subjects art
within the institution, this
preparation takes place during
parole periods and after the
sentence has been served. The
latter is a follow-up program

as more become aware of it*
merits. Industry already has
recognized the benefits and ir
participating.
Supervisors Relate
If inmates are trained, they
can move directly into a job
: !'c correctional managers upon -their release. This can be
and supervisors attending the a considerable advantage to
EKU project relate back to industry and society as well as
their subordinates the to the subject. "After-care"
methods of resocialization can also be/supervised better
exposed at the conference. when *ne hiring firm
The material is evaluated in understands and participates
terms of how it best could be ^in-Jhe/correctional program.
applied in the resocialization
of the subjects. It is then put
Inmate Works
into practice by personnel
who work in direct contact
Community Planning is
with the prisoners.
that
phase which deals in
Beginning with 123 persons
further
preparing the public to
enrolled-51 from Tennessee,
accept
these
people when they
42 from Kentucky, and 30
from West Virginia-the are returned to society. An
Eastern project brought its important part of this
figure up to 130 as each state category is the work release
becomes aware of other program, where the inmate
personnel who would benefit goes out to work by day and
returns to the institution at
from the program.
The current project night.
The major area for the final
involves five major areas of
conferences,
which is a
concentration-each the prime
necessary
part
of
any such
topic of discussion at a
program,
is
Evaluation.
This
conference. Kentucky and
constitutes
an
attempt
to
West Virginia have one session
evaluate
the
existing
and Tennessee two for each
programs, determine the
topic creating a total of 20
effectiveness
of personnel, and
clinics. This project is planned
to
discover
what
impact the
to become an annual one.
program
had
had
in each of
The first conference, which
the
three
states.
will be the first area, is
entitled Innovations and
Corrections. This is a look at
what is happening in the field
of corrections and what is
likely to happen in the future.
Dr. Branley A. Branson,
professor of Biology, has been
Phase 3 Educates
elected to serve a two-year
term as National
The second phase is
Representative of the
Correctional Planning. This
Kentucky Academy of
deals with the supervision of
Science to the Countil of the
personnel, handling the public
American Association of
and educating it to the nature
Academics of Science to the
of the program, forming new
Association of States
methods, long range planning,
Academy of Sciences.
and the philosophy of the
Asa national representative
project in general.'
the Kentucky Academy of
Staff Development involves
Science to the AAAS, and to
increasing the number ol
the Association of States
persons working in the project
Academy of Science Dr.

to help keep
slipping bick.

the.n

Cable television is a
"coming thing"-not only for
entertainment, but for
educational purposes as well.
Eastern K entucky
University recently installed a
closed circuit television
system which will serve as an
entertainment-information
distribution system.
"We have a community
television system similar to
that in any town except it is
more sophisticated," said
James Harris, director of
Instructional Services.

from

Ten Antennas Receive
Ten antennas atop
Commonwealth Hall receive
the television signals which are
fed back to distribution
equipment at the
Television-Radio Center. The
signals are then transmitted by
means of a buried cable which
loops the campus.
The distribution equipment
was specially designed by Neil

Charting The Course
President Robert R. Martin explains the
enrollment charts to the deans and
department chairmen at a budget meeting

this past Monday morning. Figures revealed
relatively minor fluctuations in enrollment
over the past four semesters.

On February 8 at 4:30 jij
!in the Grise Room, |£
President Robert R. ^
Martin will speak to the S
..Graduate Counseling >•:':
g Association. His topic will i-:
$ be "The State of Higher ig
•§ Education."
1

1

I

Branson Elected National Representative
"I would like to see proposals
on defining national ecological
and environmental problems
regarding solutions to be
instrumented, and a national
task force to be established to
serve as an advisor to the
various states, national offices,
and to universities.
The AAAS is an
organization of all the 50 state
academies of science. It
provides an annual forum for
discussion and arguments on
national and local problems,
and for the purpose of paper

Branson will transmit the
collective thinking of the
membership of the Kentucky
Academy of Science on
problems of both state and
national importance. Hi&other
duties are to propose and/or
vote on proposals made by the
national organization and to
give guidance oto the national
officers.
When asked if he had any
specific programs that he
would like to see passed
before his term of office was
through, Dr. Branson states,

(scientific report s )
presentations.
Membership of the
Kentucky Academy of
Science totals »465. This
represents all colleges and
universities in the state. The
purpose of the Kentucky
Academy is to disseminate
scientific information to other
scientists and to the
government of the
commonwealth and to the
general population, as well as
industry.

Dr. Branson, who has been
at Eastern for six years, was
also elected as Chairman of
the Zoology Section for 1971.
"My duties of the zoology
section," Dr. Branson said,
"are to present individual
speakers, introduce their
papers, and to insure proper
functioning of the section.
Numerous speakers will
present reports upon research
projects underway or
completed. The program is
determined by the papers
submitted.

Braham, consulting engineer^
with Adair & Bradley:*'
Consulting Co. of Florida.
Harris said that the consulting
firm did not know of a similar:,
closed circuit television-:
system "of this magnitude."*.;
System Flexible
According to Harris, the 27;"i
channel program capacity*:.'f
color capability and provision
for broadcasting local
programs makes the system:
the most flexible in this are.
Cable reception is available::
in several classroom buildings,
auditoriums and two,
dormitories. Plans are being;
drawn up for enlarging the
system to include faculty and •
married student housing.
"This is a combination,
entertainment-information::
distribution system," Harris )
said. Nine commercial stations
will be available, including
three in Lexington, Louisville
and Cincinnati.
Kentucky Educational':
Television will also be shwon
and two channels will carry"-;
programs of local origination.
Twelve channels of the 27$
channel capacity have been :
activated.
\
Taping Possible
"This system makes-:
possible the taping of;!
commercial programs whicfi*"
have educational value for
replay," Harris said. "This\
would insure a faculty:
member that all his students t
would have an opportunity to
see programs relating to their :
classrooms studies.
"We will be able to put »-:
program on the network at
our convenience." he said.
"With this system we will,
almost be able to give on call
programming for faculty...
members.
"We are using color
equipment," he added.
"Commercial programs
transmitted in color will be
seen in color. We hope to
eventually do our studio
programs in color..V
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BOOK STORE

UNIVERSITY
Come In And Shop At Your Leisure
Now That The Rush Is Over

HOURS 8-6 Mon. - Thur: 8-5 Fri.

i

8-12 Sat.

